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Summary
Quantitative long-term single-cell time-lapse microscopy is crucial to advance our
understanding of cell behavior and its molecular control. Such experiments produce huge
amounts of imaging data and thus require robust and efficient algorithms for automated
analysis. Automated detection of cell outlines (cell segmentation) and cell tracking, however,
are often challenging because high cell densities, cell-to-cell variability, complex cellular
shapes, varying image illumination and low signal-to-noise ratios cannot always be avoided.
To our knowledge, existing methods are mostly limited to specific analysis problems, lack
usability and are either not robust enough or computationally expensive, thus limiting their
application to large-scale microscopy. In addition, no method exists that produces perfect
results – manual inspection and correction of automatically generated analysis results is
therefore crucial to avoid wrong conclusions. Existing tools, however, provide mostly no or
only very limited functionality for this purpose.
In this cumulative thesis, we present fastER, a trainable tool for automated cell segmentation
that is orders of magnitude faster than existing methods while producing state-of-the-art
segmentation quality. It supports various cell types and image acquisition modalities but is easyto-use even for non-experts. In addition, we present tTt and qTfy, which enable robust and
efficient quantitative analysis of long-term single-cell imaging data. tTt allows efficient manual
inspection and correction of existing tracking data (e.g. from auto-tracking tools) as well as
fully manual analysis. The cell lineage trees exported by tTt can then be quantitatively analyzed
with qTfy. Furthermore, we developed an open file format for cell lineage trees, including
arbitrary quantification data on the level of track points, cells or trees. This is crucial to facilitate
data exchange between different analysis tool and laboratories. Finally, we present a
probabilistic distance measure to annotate existing tracking data with confidence levels so that
errors can be located and corrected more efficiently with tTt. Quantitative evaluation results of
their classification performance seem promising, but more tests are required to understand how
useful this tool will be in practice.
The applicability of the computational tools developed in this thesis to the analysis of long-term
time-lapse microscopy data is demonstrated in various research projects.
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Zusammenfassung
Quantitative Langzeit-Einzelzell-Zeitraffermikroskopie ist eine wichtige Technologie, um das
Verhalten von Zellen und dessen molekulare Kontrolle zu verstehen. Derartige Experimente
generieren riesige Mengen an Bilddaten und erfordern daher robuste und effiziente
Algorithmen für deren automatische Auswertung. Die automatische Erkennung von
Zellkonturen (Zellsegmentierung) und Zellnachverfolgung sind jedoch oft schwierig, da hohe
Zelldichten, Zell-zu-Zell-Variabilität, komplexe Zellformen, variierende Bildausleuchtung und
niedrige Signal-Rausch-Verhältnisse nicht immer vermieden werden können. Nach unserem
Wissen sind existierende Methoden meist auf spezifische Analyseprobleme beschränkt, nicht
benutzerfreundlich und entweder nicht robust genug oder rechenintensiv, was ihre Anwendung
auf große Datenmengen beschränkt. Darüber hinaus gibt es keine Methode, die perfekte
Ergebnisse liefert – manuelle Kontrolle und Korrektur von automatisch generierten
Analysedaten ist daher entscheidend, um falsche Schlussfolgerungen zu vermeiden.
Vorhandene Programme beinhalten dafür jedoch meist keine oder nur sehr eingeschränkte
Funktionalität.
In dieser kumulativen Arbeit präsentieren wir fastER, ein trainierbares Programm für die
automatische Zellsegmentierung, das um Größenordnungen schneller ist als bisherige
Methoden und gleichzeitig aktuelle Segmentierungsqualität bietet. Es unterstützt verschiedene
Zelltypen und Bildakquisitionsmodalitäten, ist aber auch für Nicht-Experten einfach zu
verwenden. Darüber hinaus präsentieren wir tTt und qTfy, die eine robuste und effiziente
quantitative Analyse von Langzeit-Einzelzell-Mikroskopiedaten ermöglichen. tTt ermöglicht
eine effiziente manuelle Kontrolle und Korrektur bestehender Zellnachverfolgungsdaten (z.B.
von Methoden für die automatische Zellnachverfolgung) sowie eine vollständig manuelle
Auswertung. Die von tTt exportierten Zellstammbäume können dann quantitativ mit qTfy
analysiert werden. Darüber hinaus haben wir ein offenes Dateiformat für Zellstammbäume
entwickelt, einschließlich beliebiger Quantifizierungsdaten auf der Ebene von
Zellnachverfolgungspunkten, Zellen oder Bäumen. Dies ist entscheidend, um den
Datenaustausch zwischen verschiedenen Analysetools und Labors zu erleichtern. Schließlich
stellen wir ein probabilistisches Distanzmaß vor, um existierende Zellnachverfolgungsdaten
mit Konfidenzniveaus zu annotieren, so dass Fehler mit tTt effizienter gefunden und korrigiert
werden können. Eine quantitative Auswertung ihrer Klassifizierungsqualität erscheint
vielversprechend, aber weitere Tests sind erforderlich, um zu verstehen, wie nützlich dieses
Tool in der Praxis ist.
Verschiedene wissenschaftliche Projekte demonstrieren die Anwendbarkeit der in dieser Arbeit
entwickelten computergestützten Verfahren für die Auswertung von Langzeit-ZeitrafferMikroskopiedaten.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
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1.1 Motivation
Quantitative time-lapse imaging enables tracking of cellular lineage with continuous
quantification of molecular markers in single cells, which indicate e.g. transcription factor
expression levels. It is therefore crucial to advance our understanding of cell behavior and its
molecular control1,2, especially in heterogeneous cell populations such as, for example,
mammalian stem cells3, where it has already enabled many important insights4–6.
However, the quantification of single-cell dynamics using long-term imaging experiments
remains challenging7. Observing e.g. blood generation from hematopoietic stem and progenitor
cells (HSPCs) requires continuous long-term imaging for up to weeks, and, due to the high
motility of HSPCs, a high imaging frequency (e.g. one image every two minutes) must be
maintained throughout the experiment to allow reliable tracking of cellular identities. In
addition, multiple fields of view are required to cover areas with high enough magnification
that are large enough to image cells for up to 10 generations without growing on top of each
other. Furthermore, multiple fluorescence imaging channels are required for the quantification
of molecular markers.
The resulting large amounts of imaging data (up to a million images per experiment) require
fast and robust algorithms for automated analysis. However, automated detection of cell
outlines (cell segmentation) is often challenging, because high cell densities, cell-to-cell
variability, complex cellular shapes, varying image illumination and low signal-to-noise ratios
cannot always be avoided8, especially when imaging mammalian stem cells9. A large variety
of methods for automated cell segmentation has been published10, but most are not robust
enough for long-term imaging data11 or limited to specific cell types and image acquisition
modalities12 – a review from 2012 summarized: “rather than converging to a robust, unified
solution, it thus seems that the field is diverging, and by now almost as many cell segmentation
methods have been developed as there exist cell analysis problems”13. Furthermore, many tools
lack usability, because they, for example, require manual tuning of many parameters or large
amounts of labeled training data without providing functionality to generate it. Lacking
usability, however, strongly limits the impact of image analysis tools14. Finally, as shown in
chapter 2, many methods are computationally expensive, which limits their application to largescale image analysis.
To our knowledge, no method for automated cell segmentation and tracking is available that
produces perfect results – a recent study comparing 21 cell tracking algorithms using 13
different datasets found that “although some methods scored high in all technical aspects, none
obtained fully correct solutions”15. But a single cell tracking error can distort whole cellular
pedigrees16 and lead to wrong conclusions (e.g. that a specific cell type can differentiate into
another). Manual inspection and correction of automatically generated cell tracking data is thus
crucial to obtain valid results. However, many existing tools for automated cell tracking do not
include any functionality for manual inspection and correction of results. Others include
interfaces for this purpose but cannot handle datasets too large to fit in RAM or multiple
overlapping fields of view, or they do not allow efficient manual cell tracking, which is required
to fill gaps or correct errors in the tracking data when a cell was not or wrongly tracked in
multiple consecutive frames.
This lack of available software tools still impedes the analysis of long-term single-cell imaging
data7.
7

1.2 Scope and structure of this thesis
In this cumulative thesis, we present novel computational methods for single-cell tracking and
quantification that enable fast, robust and user-friendly analysis of long-term time-lapse
imaging data.
In chapter 2, which has been published in Bioinformatics17, we use challenging real and
synthetic imaging data to evaluate accuracy and speed of various state-of-the-art methods for
cell segmentation, including training and optimization of a recently published deep
convolutional neural network. The results indicate that the tested tools are either not robust
enough or computationally expensive. We therefore present fastER, a trainable tool for
automatic cell segmentation that is very easy to use and orders of magnitude faster than existing
methods while producing state-of-the-art segmentation quality.
In chapter 3, which has been published in Nature Biotechnology18, we present tTt, which
enables efficient inspection and correction of existing cell tracking data (e.g. from auto-tracking
software) as well as fully manual cell tracking. In addition, we present qTfy, which can
quantitatively analyze cell lineage trees exported by tTt. Both tools are easy to use and can
handle datasets too large to fit in RAM as well as multiple overlapping fields of view. These
tools therefore enable the quantitative analysis of long-term single-cell imaging data without
being limited to a specific cell type or image acquisition modality.
Chapter 4 describes an open file format for cell lineage trees, including arbitrary quantification
data on the level of track points, cells or trees. This is crucial to facilitate data exchange between
different analysis tools and laboratories. For example, tTt can import tracking data generated
with any other tool for inspection and correction, but it must be provided in a format that tTt
understands, which can require additional data conversion steps. A common tree file format
could eliminate this hurdle.
Chapter 5 describes a probabilistic distance measure to annotate existing cell tracking data with
confidence levels, which allows users to find errors in tracking data more efficiently with tTt.
Quantitative evaluation results of their classification performance seem promising, but more
tests are required to understand how useful this tool will be in practice.
The computational methods presented in this thesis enable the user-friendly, fast and robust
quantitative analysis of long-term single-cell time-lapse imaging data. This is confirmed by coauthorship in various other research projects6,19–25 that were enabled by them.
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Chapter 2:
fastER: a user-friendly tool for ultrafast and robust cell
segmentation in large-scale microscopy
This chapter has been adapted from the post print version of:
Hilsenbeck O, Schwarzfischer M, Loeffler D, Dimopoulos S, Hastreiter S, Marr C, Theis FJ
and Schroeder T (2017) fastER: a user-friendly tool for ultrafast and robust cell segmentation
in large-scale microscopy. Bioinformatics, 33: 2020-2028.
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2.1 Abstract
Motivation: Quantitative large-scale cell microscopy is widely used in biological and medical
research. Such experiments produce huge amounts of image data and thus require automated
analysis. However, automated detection of cell outlines (cell segmentation) is typically
challenging due to, e.g., high cell densities, cell-to-cell variability and low signal-to-noise
ratios.
Results: Here, we evaluate accuracy and speed of various state-of-the-art approaches for cell
segmentation in light microscopy images using challenging real and synthetic image data. The
results vary between datasets and show that the tested tools are either not robust enough or
computationally expensive, thus limiting their application to large-scale experiments. We
therefore developed fastER, a trainable tool that is orders of magnitude faster while producing
state-of-the-art segmentation quality. It supports various cell types and image acquisition
modalities, but is easy-to-use even for non-experts: it has no parameters and can be adapted to
specific image sets by interactively labelling cells for training. As a proof of concept, we
segment and count cells in over 200,000 brightfield images (1388 x 1040 pixels each) from a
six day time-lapse microscopy experiment; identification of over 46,000,000 single cells
requires only about two and a half hours on a desktop computer.
Availability: C++ code, binaries and data at
https://www.bsse.ethz.ch/csd/software/faster.html.
Contact: oliver.hilsenbeck@bsse.ethz.ch, timm.schroeder@bsse.ethz.ch
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2.2 Introduction
Quantitative large-scale cell microscopy has become an indispensable tool for biomedical
research: imaging based high-content screening is widely used, e.g. for drug discovery26, and
time-lapse imaging3 provides insights into numerous biological processes1,4,5,22,27. Accurate
detection of cell outlines in the acquired image data (cell segmentation) is crucial for automated
cell tracking28 and to quantify cellular features like morphologies or fluorescent signals from
intracellular markers29. The enormous amounts of data typically generated in such experiments
(up to millions of images per experiment) require efficient automated analysis30. Automated
cell segmentation, however, is often challenging, because problems like high cell densities, cellto-cell variability, complex cellular shapes, varying image illumination and low signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) cannot always be avoided8. This holds true especially when imaging mammalian
cells7, which typically change their individual morphologies with high frequency9.
Many methods for automatic cell segmentation have been published10, but most are limited to
specific cell and microscopy types13 or not robust enough for large-scale microscopy11. Here,
we evaluate accuracy and speed of several state-of-the-art approaches for cell segmentation.
The results show that the segmentation quality by each method varies between datasets, that no
method clearly outperforms the others and that lacking efficiency remains the major challenge
for their application to large scale experiments. We therefore developed the software fastER
(fast segmentation with extremal regions), a new fast and trainable tool for cell segmentation
that extracts texture and shape features from candidate regions, estimates the likelihood of each
to be a cell with a support vector machine (SVM) and calculates an optimal set of nonoverlapping candidate regions using a divide and conquer approach.
fastER uses extremal regions31, which are represented as a tree of nested regions (see Methods),
as candidates. Approaches based on merge trees have been used successfully before for
bioimage analysis32–34. Most notably, CellDetect35 uses extremal region trees, a structured
SVM36 and dynamic programming to extract an optimal set of non-overlapping regions. This
approach has been shown to produce state-of-the-art detection accuracy even for challenging
image data and is also used in subsequent works37,38. We modify this approach on the
algorithmic level, and as a result, fastER achieves similar detection, but higher segmentation
accuracy in two out of three datasets used for evaluation. Additionally, we integrate our
implementation into the linear time framework by Nistér and Stewénius39 for the calculation
of maximally stable extremal regions31. Overall, fastER is orders of magnitude faster than the
other tools evaluated here, while producing similar segmentation quality.

2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Definitions
A 2D-greyscale image can be defined as a mapping 𝐼: 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑍 2 → 𝑆, where D is the image
domain and S is the range of possible gray levels, e.g. 𝑆 = [0, . . ,255] for 8-bit greyscale images.
Connectivity defines neighborhoods between pixels: 4-connectivity specifies that each pixel is
adjacent only to its four horizontal and vertical neighbors, while 8-connectivity specifies that
each pixel is also adjacent to its four diagonal neighbors. Formally, connectivity defines an
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adjacency relation 𝐴 ⊂ 𝐷 × 𝐷: two pixels p and q are adjacent to each other if and only if
(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ 𝐴, which can also be written as pAq.
With this, regions (= connected components), extremal regions and component trees can be
defined (Fig. 2.1). A region 𝑥 ⊆ 𝐷 is a set of pixels fulfilling that for each pair of pixels 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈
𝑥 a path of adjacent pixels exists in x that connects p and q. Let N(x) denote the set of pixels
that are not in region x but adjacent to it: 𝑁(𝑥) = {𝑞 ∈ 𝐷\𝑥 ∶ ∃𝑝 ∈ 𝑥: 𝑝𝐴𝑞}, where \ denotes
the set difference. Then, region x is extremal if and only if:

∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥): 𝐼(𝑞) > 𝑡𝑥 ,

(2.1)

where tx denotes the maximal pixel intensity in x, i.e. 𝑡𝑥 = max({𝐼(𝑝): 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥}). Equation 2.1
specifies that the intensities of all pixels that are adjacent to x (but not contained in x) have to
be greater than tx. From equation 2.1 it follows that any extremal region x can be specified by
a single seed pixel, i.e. any pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥 with I(p) = tx: x is the set of pixels that can be reached
from p through a path of adjacent pixels without exceeding the pixel intensity I(p). Extremal
regions can be used to define component trees40: a component tree is a directed tree
representation of a greyscale image with one node for each extremal region, and a directed edge
from the node corresponding to an extremal region a to the node corresponding to an extremal
region b exists if and only if b is a true subset of a (i.e. 𝑏 ⊂ 𝑎) and no other extremal region
exists that contains b and also is a true subset of a.

A

Extremal regions in a 2D image

B

Component Tree

a

a
x2

e

c b

d
f

b
c

d

e

f

x1
Fig. 2.1. Definitions. A region is a set of connected pixels, and an extremal region is a region with
maximal size but containing only pixels whose intensities are below or equal to a specific threshold (see
text for formal definitions). (A) A 2D-image with six extremal regions (a-f). Every extremal region can
contain other extremal regions, which are by definition subsets of their parent extremal regions (e.g. c
contains e). (B) Thus, any greyscale image can be represented as a directed tree (component tree), where
each node corresponds to an extremal region. The top node always corresponds to the extremal region
which contains all pixels and all other extremal regions of the image (a in the example).
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2.3.2 Segmentation algorithm
We can now formally describe the segmentation algorithm used by fastER (Fig. 2.2A),
including the modifications to the approach used by CellDetect. Given an image to segment,
our aim is to extract a set of non-overlapping regions that is most likely to correspond to single
cells. In fluorescence microscopy - and, when optimized image acquisition protocols are used
(Supplementary Fig. A.2.1), also in transmitted light microscopy - cells appear as regions that
are darker or brighter than background. This fits the definition of extremal regions (equation
2.1), and we therefore consider all extremal regions in the image as candidate regions for cell
segmentation (to detect regions that are brighter than background, the image has to be inverted
first). Additionally, each extremal region x is split in two distinct sub-regions x1 and x2 (i.e.
𝑥1 ∪ 𝑥2 = 𝑥 ∧ 𝑥1 ∩ 𝑥2 = ∅) if x has exactly two child nodes c1 and c2 in the component tree: x1
and x2 then contain the extremal regions corresponding to the child nodes c1 and c2, respectively,
and each remaining pixel of x is added to the closest sub-region. Additional constraints are
required to ensure that the sub-regions remain connected (see Supplementary Note A.1.1 for
details). The two sub-regions x1 and x2 are then also used as candidate regions to increase
segmentation accuracy, e.g. regions b1 and b2 in Fig. 2A. This is an extension to CellDetect,
which considers only maximally stable extremal regions as candidates, i.e. a subset of all
extremal regions. The latter, however, can impair segmentation accuracy, e.g., for cells with
low contrast (compare Supplementary Fig. A.1).

Fig 2.2. Method overview. (A) For segmentation, all extremal regions (a to f) and, under certain
conditions, split extremal regions ({b1, b2}) are used as candidate regions. From each, a feature vector
(Table 2.1) is extracted and processed by a support vector machine (SVM) to estimate its likelihood to
be a cell. Based on these likelihoods, an optimal set of non-overlapping regions is calculated with a
13

divide and conquer approach (e.g. {b1, b2}). (B) For training, the user marks cells (red) and background
regions (blue) in one or more training images. Candidate regions best fitting to the markings are then
extracted from the images (red and blue outlines) and used as positive (i.e. corresponding to single cells)
or negative (i.e. corresponding to background or multiple cells) samples for training of the SVM.

To estimate the likelihood (or score) S(x) that a candidate region x corresponds to a single cell,
a feature vector is extracted from it (Table 2.1). It is used as input for a support vector machine
(SVM) with a Gaussian kernel41, which is trained in a separate step (see Training algorithm). A
positive score 𝑆(𝑥) > 0 indicates that the candidate region x corresponds to a single cell,
whereas a negative score 𝑆(𝑥) ≤ 0 indicates that it corresponds to background or multiple cells.
We use LIBSVM42 in our implementation of fastER. Any machine learning method or
mathematical model that allows calculation of scores from feature vectors could be used, but
the SVM allows comparably fast calculation of scores, and the Gaussian kernel avoids
assumptions about the distribution of features that may not hold (e.g. linear separability). Unlike
CellDetect, which uses 92 features, fastER uses only nine features (Table 2.1) that describe
texture, gradient and shape of candidate regions and are informative for their classification.
This small set of features enables high segmentation quality, but also high training and
segmentation efficiency (see Results).
Given the candidate regions contained in an image and their scores, our aim is to select a highscoring, but non-overlapping subset of them. For this purpose, we use a recursive formula F(x).
Given the component tree of the image, F(x) selects a set of non-overlapping candidate regions
contained in extremal region x with a divide and conquer approach. To segment an image, F(x)
is applied on the whole image, which is an extremal region by definition (equation 2.1). Let
S(x) denote the score of candidate region x, 𝑆̅(𝑋) the average score of the set of candidate
regions X (we furthermore define that 𝑆̅(∅) = 0) and C(x) the set of extremal regions
corresponding to child nodes of x in the component tree. With this, F(x) can be defined as
follows:

𝐹(𝑥) = argmaxX∈Δ(x) (𝑆̅(𝑋)),

(2.2)

where Δ(𝑥) is defined as follows if x has sub-regions x1 and x2 with positive scores (i.e.
𝑆(𝑥1 ) > 0 ∧ 𝑆(𝑥2 ) > 0):

Δ(𝑥) = {{𝑥}, {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 }, ⋃ 𝐹(𝑐)},
𝑐∈𝐶(𝑥)

and otherwise as:
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(2.3)

Δ(𝑥) = {{𝑥}, ⋃ 𝐹(𝑐)}.
𝑐∈𝐶(𝑥)

(2.4)

When applied on an extremal region x, F(x) thus selects the set of candidate regions with the
highest average score among up to three possibilities: x itself; the sub-regions x1 and x2 created
by splitting x (if the conditions to split x are met, and if 𝑆(𝑥1 ) > 0 and 𝑆(𝑥2 ) > 0); and the
regions obtained by applying F(x) to each extremal region corresponding to a child node of x
in the component tree (which is either a set of regions with positive scores or an empty set, e.g.
if x has no nested extremal regions). In Figure 2.2A, for example, F(b) could resolve to 𝐹(𝑏) =
argmax𝑋∈Δ(𝑏) 𝑆̅(𝑋) with Δ(𝑏) = {{𝑏}, {𝑏1 , 𝑏2 }, 𝐹(𝑐) ∪ 𝐹(𝑑)}. Thus, the formula F(x) extracts
a set of non-overlapping candidate regions with approximately maximal average score under
the constraint that for any extremal region 𝑦 ⊆ 𝑥 with 𝑆(𝑦) > 0, it holds that either y itself, a
parent extremal region containing y or at least one child region contained in y is included in the
solution. This also holds for any pair of sub-regions y1 and y2 with 𝑆(𝑦1 ) > 0 and 𝑆(𝑦2 ) > 0.
Without this constraint, only one region with the highest score would be returned in most cases.
There can be cases, where the solution extracted by fastER does not have globally maximal
average score under the additional constraint - this prevents undesirable segmentation results
(see Supplementary Note A.1.3 for an example). This is an important difference to CellDetect,
which extracts a set of non-overlapping regions with globally maximal sum of scores. The latter,
however, favors solutions with many regions and can thus increase the risk of oversegmentation (Supplementary Fig. A.2).

Table 2.1. Features used to classify candidate regions. For formal definitions, see equations 2.6 to
2.14 or Supplementary Note A.1.2.

Feature
Size
Major axis length
Minor axis length
Avg. intensity
Heterogeneity
Avg. gradient
Std. dev. of gradient
Eccentricity

Avg. background
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Description
Number of pixels in the candidate region
Major axis length of an ellipse with the same second order
moments as the candidate region
Minor axis length of an ellipse with the same second order
moments as the candidate region
Mean pixel intensity in the candidate region
Standard deviation of the pixel intensities in the candidate
region
Mean absolute pixel intensity difference to pixels adjacent to
the candidate region
The standard deviation of the absolute pixel intensity
differences to pixels adjacent to the candidate region
Number of pixels adjacent to the candidate region divided by
the number of pixels adjacent to a perfect circle with the same
area
Average intensity of pixels adjacent to the candidate region

2.3.3 Efficient calculation
In the previous section, we defined our segmentation algorithm with a recursive formula based
on the component tree (equation 2.2), which can be calculated in quasi-linear time, i.e.
𝒪(𝑛 log 𝑛), where n is the number of pixels in the image40. There is, however, a faster way:
Nistér and Stewénius39 have proposed an algorithm to calculate maximally stable extremal
regions that is linear in the number of pixels (i.e. 𝒪(𝑛𝑚), where n is the number of pixels and
m the number of greylevels43) and has proven to be fast in practice. It processes each node of
the component tree beginning at a leaf node and ending at the root node containing the whole
image (see Nistér and Stewénius39 for implementation details). When the algorithm processes
a node, all its pixels are known and all its child nodes have been processed already. Therefore,
it is perfectly suited to apply our recursive segmentation formula (equation 2.2), and we now
summarize the changes that are required to adapt it for this purpose (see Supplementary Note
A.1.4 for complete details).
The algorithm processes all nodes of the component tree without ever fully calculating it: at
most one branch of it is constructed at a time. To enable this, each component has to be merged
into its parent component after it has been processed. We could thus adapt the algorithm for our
segmentation by storing a list of contained pixels in each component, and, after the component
has been processed, merging this list into the parent component's pixel list. Additionally, it
would then be required for every component to iterate over all its pixels in order to calculate
the features for classification of the corresponding candidate regions. Both operations would be
computationally expensive. Therefore, we derived a set of variables with constant size that is
stored in each component and is sufficient to calculate the features, so that a list of pixels is not
required (these variables are therefore sufficient statistics). Given a region 𝑥 ⊆ 𝐷, let G(x)
denote all pairs of pixels in x and 𝐷\𝑥 that are adjacent: 𝐺(𝑥) = {(𝑝, 𝑞) ∶ 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥, 𝑞 ∈
𝐷\𝑥, 𝑝𝐴𝑞}. With this, the sufficient statistics si(x), with 𝑖 = 0, … , 11, for candidate region x are
defined as follows:

𝑠0 = |𝑥|,

2

𝑠1 = ∑ 𝐼(𝑝) , 𝑠2 = ∑ 𝐼(𝑝) ,
𝑝∈𝑥

𝑝∈𝑥

𝑠3 = ∑ 𝑝𝑥 , 𝑠4 = ∑ 𝑝𝑦 ,
𝑝∈𝑥

𝑝∈𝑥

𝑠5 = ∑ 𝑝𝑥2 , 𝑠6 = ∑ 𝑝𝑦2 ,
𝑝∈𝑥

𝑝∈𝑥

𝑠7 = ∑ 𝑝𝑥 𝑝𝑦 ,
𝑝∈𝑥

𝑠8 = |𝐺(𝑥)|,
𝑠9 =

∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺(𝑥)
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|𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)|,
(2.5)

𝑠10 =

∑

2

(𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)) ,

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺(𝑥)

𝑠11 =

∑

𝐼(𝑞),

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺(𝑥)

where px and py denote the x- and y-coordinate of pixel p, respectively. From the sufficient
statistics, the features (Table 2.1) can be calculated in 𝒪(1):

Size = 𝑠0 ,
𝐶1,1

(2.6)

1
𝑠32
=
(𝑠 − ),
𝑠0 − 1 5 𝑠0

𝐶1,2 = 𝐶2,1 =
𝐶2,2 =

1
𝑠3 𝑠4
(𝑠7 −
),
𝑠0 − 1
𝑠0

1
𝑠42
(𝑠6 − ),
𝑠0 − 1
𝑠0

Major axis length = Major eigenvalue of C,

(2.7)

Minor axis length = Minor eigenvalue of C,

(2.8)

𝑠

Avg. intensity = 𝑠1,

(2.9)

0

Heterogeneity =

1
𝑠12
(𝑠2 − ),
𝑠0 − 1
𝑠0

(2.10)

𝑠9
,
𝑠8

(2.11)

Avg. gradient =

1
𝑠92
Std. dev. of gradient =
(𝑠 − ),
𝑠8 − 1 10 𝑠8
Eccentricity =

𝑠8
8√𝑠0 /𝜋

Avg. background =

(2.12)

,

𝑠11
,
𝑠8

(2.13)
(2.14)

Note that C is the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of the x- and y-coordinates of the pixels in x. Also
note that the definition of Eccentricity (equation 2.13) is specific to 4-connectivity: in that case,
if a region x is a perfect circle, G(x) contains approximately 4𝑑 = 8𝑟 = 8√𝐴/𝜋 elements,
where d, r and A denote the diameter, radius and size of x, respectively.
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In each component, sufficient statistics are stored for the extremal region x corresponding to
the component and, if available, for its two sub-regions x1 and x2. They are updated when a
pixel is added to the component, and to merge a component into its parent component, their
sufficient statistics are simply added together (see Supplementary Note A.1.4 for details); both
operations are in 𝒪(1). Additionally to the sufficient statistics, the list of regions obtained by
applying the recursive segmentation formula (equation 2.2) is stored in each component
together with their sum of scores. This has little impact on runtime, because every extremal
region can be specified by a single seed pixel as described previously, so it is not required to
store a list of all contained pixels for each extracted region (this also holds for sub-regions).
The concept of sufficient statistics has previously been used in computer vision44. Our
contribution is the definition of such statistics (including the update rules required to maintain
them) for the extraction of all features used by fastER from extremal regions. This is not trivial
for features involving the neighboring pixels of candidate regions (equations 2.11 to 2.14) and
the corresponding sufficient statistics s8 to s11 (compare Supplementary equations A.4 to A.7).
To the best of our knowledge, this has not been described before for extremal regions.
With this, we can efficiently enumerate the nodes of the component tree and the corresponding
candidate regions, extract their features, calculate their scores, and apply our recursive
segmentation formula (equation 2.2). The complexity of our implementation is 𝒪(𝑛𝑚), where
n is the number of pixels and m the number of possible gray levels in the image (see
Supplementary Note A.1.4 for runtime analysis and Results for evaluation of practical runtime).

2.3.4 Training algorithm
In this section, we describe how to adapt our segmentation algorithm to specific datasets
without manual specification of parameters. For this purpose, we developed an algorithm to
extract positive and negative sample extremal regions from an image that fit best to cell and
background labels added by the user to train fastER (Fig. 2.2B). From these, feature vectors
(Table 2.1) are extracted and used to train the SVM. For a training image I, let Pi (with 𝑖 =
1 … 𝑛) denote the set of positive labels (i.e. a set of regions labelled as corresponding to single
cells) and N the set of pixels marked as negative. As negative training samples, we use all
extremal regions in I that overlap with more than 20 % of pixels with N, or with multiple
positive regions. To extract positive training samples, we consider for each positive label Pi a
set of candidate regions Ci(I):

𝐶𝑖 (𝐼) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐸𝑅(𝐼) ∶ (𝑥 ∩ 𝑃𝑖 ≠ ∅)
∧ ¬(∃𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 ∶ 𝑥 ∩ 𝑃𝑗 ≠ ∅)
∧ (𝑥 ∩ 𝑁 = ∅)},

(2.15)

where ER(I) denotes the set of all extremal regions in I. Thus, Ci(I) is the set of extremal regions
in I that overlap with Pi, but with no other positive label and with no negatively labelled pixel.
For each positive label Pi, we then count for each corresponding candidate region x in Ci(I) true
positives tpx (i.e. pixels in x and in Pi), false positives fpx (i.e. pixels in x, but not in Pi) and false
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negatives fnx (i.e. pixels in Pi, but not in x). Based on this, we calculate for every candidate
region x sensitivity, specificity and F-score:

𝑠𝑒𝑥 =

𝑡𝑝𝑥
,
𝑡𝑝𝑥 + 𝑓𝑛𝑥

𝑠𝑝𝑥 =

𝑡𝑝𝑥
,
𝑡𝑝𝑥 + 𝑓𝑝𝑥

𝐹𝑥 =

2 ∗ 𝑠𝑒𝑥 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑥
𝑠𝑒𝑥 + 𝑠𝑝𝑥

(2.16)

Finally, we select for each positive label Pi the candidate region with the highest F-score, and
the union of these regions is used as positive training samples SP(I):

𝑆𝑃 (𝐼) = ⋃ argmaxx∈Ci (𝐼) (𝐹𝑥 )
1≤𝑖≤𝑛

(2.17)

For efficient calculation, the training algorithm can also be integrated into the framework
described in Nistér and Stewénius39.

2.4 Results
Figure 2.3 illustrates that fastER supports various cell and image acquisition types and is robust
against common challenges for automated cell segmentation in large-scale microscopy. For
quantitative comparison of segmentation speed and quality, we chose five state of the art
methods: U-Net45,46, a recently published deep learning method using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) that has outperformed other approaches on very challenging light microscopy
images of cells, is comparably fast, and can be trained from sparse annotations; Ilastik47, which
is a general purpose segmentation tool that also uses machine learning and supports interactive
training; CellProfiler48, which supports various algorithms and is one of the most widely used
tools for cell segmentation; CellX49,50, which implements a recently published method that
produces highly accurate segmentation results when applied on suitable images; and CellDetect
because of its algorithmic similarity with fastER.
For evaluation, we used two sets of real and one set of synthetic cell microscopy images: dataset
PC (Fig. 2.4A) from Arteta et al.35 contains 22 phase contrast images (each 400 × 400 pixels)
of HeLa cells; dataset BF (Fig. 2.4B) from a long-term time-lapse microscopy experiment
contains 17 brightfield images (each 1388 × 1040 pixels) of murine blood stem and progenitor
cells; and dataset FL (Fig. 2.4C) contains 20 synthetic fluorescence images (each 1200 × 1200
pixels) that were generated with SimuCell51 (see Supplementary Note A.2.1). Datasets PC and
BF exhibit high cell densities, varying cellular morphologies and uneven image illumination.
While strong gradients of image illumination as in dataset BF should ideally be prevented
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during image acquisition, they often cannot be avoided without excluding typical microscopy
and incubation hardware or discarding large parts of imaging data. The dataset is a good
benchmark for robustness against such problems. The cells in dataset FL have different sizes
as well as low and varying signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), which are typical for images of
primary cells. We chose to use synthetic fluorescence images, because the precise manual
segmentation required for ground truth generation can be difficult for cells with low SNRs
(consider e.g. Fig. 2.3E).

A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 2.3. fastER is robust against challenges for automated image segmentation that are typical in
large-scale cell microscopy and supports various cell and image acquisition types. The upper row
shows image patches from different cell microscopy experiments and the lower row the corresponding
segmentation results obtained with fastER (see Table 2.3 for quantitative evaluation of segmentation
quality). Each image patch illustrates one typical problem (contrast of all images was enhanced for
display only). (A) Phase-contrast image of HeLa cells from Arteta et al.35 with high cell densities. (B)
Brightfield image of differentiating murine blood progenitor cells with varying cellular morphologies.
(C) Brightfield image of murine embryonic stem cells with complex cellular shapes. (D) Brightfield
image of murine blood progenitor cells with varying image illumination. (E) Fluorescence image of
murine embryonic stem cells expressing NanogKATUSHKA fusion proteins52 with low and varying signalto-noise ratios.

2.4.1 Evaluation of segmentation speed
To evaluate practical runtime, we selected three images with low, medium and high cell
densities, respectively, from dataset BF and measured for each method the average
segmentation time per image. U-Net requires GPU acceleration for optimal performance and
was run on an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 (8 GB) graphics card. The remaining methods were
run on an Intel Core i5-3380M CPU (2.90 GHZ) ensuring that only one CPU core could be
used by each implementation to make the results comparable. This was repeated 50 times for
each method to average out random fluctuations. We used the same parameters for each method
as for the evaluation of segmentation quality (see next section). Time for image pre-processing
(i.e. denoising for fastER and illumination correction for CellProfiler) was included, but time
for post-processing (filling of holes and size filter) was only included for fastER, because it
proved negligible for the other methods. The results (Table 2.2) show that fastER outperformed
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the other methods. U-Net is relatively fast as well when compared with the single-core CPU
speeds of the other methods. However, it is also clearly outperformed by fastER, especially
when batch-processing images using all cores of a more powerful CPU. It is important to point
out that this evaluation only considered segmentation, but not training speed.

A

B

C
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Fig. 2.4. Example images from the datasets used for evaluation of segmentation quality (Table
2.3). (A) Dataset PC from Arteta et al.35 contains 22 phase contrast images of HeLa cells. (B) Dataset
BF from a long-term time lapse microscopy experiment contains 17 brightfield images of blood stem
and progenitor cells. (C) Dataset FL contains 20 synthetic fluorescence images. Contrast of all images
was enhanced for display only.
Table 2.2. Evaluation of segmentation speed. The average time required by each method to segment
a single image from dataset BF (Fig. 2.4B) was measured (see text for details).
Method

On CPUa or GPUb

Avg. time per image [sec.]

fastER
U-Net
CellProfiler
CellDetect
ilastik
CellX

CPU
GPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU

0.363 ± 0.03
7.13 ± 0.02
11.8 ± 0.6
47.2 ± 0.8
52.5 ± 2.0
94.9 ± 2.3

Avg. time per image
relative to fastER
x1
x 19.6
x 32.4
x 129.9
x 144.4
x 261.1

a

Using one core of an Intel Core i5 CPU (2.90 GHZ) for all methods.
Using an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 (8 GB).
c
Note, however, that the CPU and GPU times measured here are hardly comparable: e.g., batch-processing
images of the same size with fastER using all four cores of a Core i7-4790K (4 GHZ) is about 150 times faster
than with U-Net running on the GeForce GTX 1080.
b

2.4.2 Evaluation of segmentation quality
Each dataset was divided into a training and a test set, and to evaluate a method on a dataset, it
was first tuned using only the corresponding training set (see Supplementary Note A.2.2 for
complete details). fastER first denoises images with bilateral filtering53 using parameters
automatically derived from the training labels. For U-Net, pixel weight maps required to learn
separation of adjacent cells were generated. The data deformation and value augmentation
layers included with 3D U-Net were added to the 2D U-Net network, and their parameters were
adjusted for each dataset. In dataset BF, the mean was subtracted from each image, and dropout
layers were disabled, as this seemed to improve results strongly for this dataset. For Ilastik, a
foreground and a background class were created. All features with all sizes were selected for
datasets PC and FL. Features not improving segmentation quality were excluded for dataset BF
to increase segmentation speed since this dataset was also used for runtime evaluation. Results
were exported using the Simple segmentation option. For CellX and CellDetect, images of
dataset FL were first denoised with Gaussian blurring. For CellProfiler, after illumination
correction in dataset BF and Gaussian blurring in dataset FL, seeds were detected with
IdentifyPrimaryObjects, and the results were refined with IdentifySecondaryObjects using
Watershedding54. The segmentation results of all methods were post-processed by filling holes
(if not already done) and subsequent size filtering with mostly identical parameters (these were
only adjusted for individual methods if the detection accuracy would have been impaired
otherwise). The parameters of CellX and CellProfiler were tuned extensively (Ilastik and
CellDetect required only labelled training images). The results of each method were then
compared with a ground truth segmentation (which was manually created for datasets PC and
BF). The additional preprocessing steps were added to the other methods specifically for each
dataset to optimize their results, if possible, and thus enable fair evaluation of their segmentation
quality. However, this extensive tuning of segmentation methods requires expert knowledge
and is thus not feasible for many typical users. Additionally, tuning a large number of
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parameters (as required e.g. for CellProfiler) is very time consuming, but we did not consider
the time required for this in the evaluation.

Table 2.3. Evaluation of segmentation quality. Detection accuracy (F-score), segmentation accuracy
(Jaccard index) and merge errors (relative to the total number of cells) were quantified for 3
challenging datasets (n denotes the total number of cells in each dataset; see text for details).
Dataset
PC (n=1142)

BF (n=1464)

FL (n=5000)

a

Method
fastER
ilastik
CellX
CellDetect
CellProfiler
U-Net
fastER
ilastik
CellX
CellDetect
CellProfiler
U-Net
fastER
ilastik
CellX
CellDetect
CellProfiler
U-Net

F-scorea
97.2
97.2
86.1
97.1
76.6
97.4
97.5
97.6
87.9
95.8
78.2
97.0
99.8
99.9
92.8
99.8
99.5
99.9

Jaccard indexa
74.9 ± 11.2
73.5 ± 10.9
49.4 ± 11.4
67.4 ± 11.7
69.5 ± 14.0
74.4 ± 9.1
81.6 ± 9.2
75.2 ± 8.7
46.3 ± 23.8
83.5 ± 6.9
63.0 ± 14.0
82.7 ± 6.9
87.7 ± 9.7
88.8 ± 5.1
78.7 ± 11.7
71.3 ± 12.6
82.1 ± 10.5
92.1 ± 3.8

Merge ratea
2.01
1.93
3.33
2.01
0.61
2.19
0.48
0.41
0.00
2.32
0.41
1.91
0.14
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.34
0.32

Multiplied by 100 for better readability.

To quantify detection accuracy, we counted for each method and dataset true positives (i.e.
detected cells containing the centroid of exactly one of the ground truth cells), false positives
(i.e. detected cells containing no centroids of the ground truth cells) and false negatives (i.e.
ground truth cells whose centroids were not contained in any detected cell). From this, we
calculated precision, recall and F-score, which summarizes the detection accuracy (formulas
shown in equation 2.16). Since this does not take into account merge errors, we counted them
separately: if a detected cell contained 𝑛 > 1 centroids of reference cells, the number of merge
errors was increased by 𝑛 − 1. To quantify segmentation accuracy, we calculated the Jaccard
index for each detected cell A that contained exactly one centroid of a ground truth cell B:
𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|/|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵|.
It quantifies pixel-wise overlap between a detected cell and the corresponding reference cell
and is always between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates no overlap and 1 perfect match. Outlines
were only annotated for a random subset of ground truth cells (i.e. for 465 out of 1142 and 1188
out of 1464 cells in the test sets of datasets PC and BF, respectively) and only centroids for the
remaining cells. All cells in the test sets were then used to calculate F-scores and merge errors,
but in dataset PC and BF only completely labelled cells were used to calculate Jaccard indexes
(the test set of synthetic dataset FL contained 5000 cells with complete ground truth).
In Table 2.3, F-score, average Jaccard index with standard deviation and merge errors are
reported for each method and dataset. For dataset PC, fastER, ilastik and U-Net achieved the
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highest F-Scores and Jaccard indexes, producing nearly identical segmentation quality.
CellProfiler produced fewer merge errors than all other methods, but performed poorly
regarding the other measures. For dataset BF, ilastik achieved the highest F-score, which was,
however, again very similar to the F-scores of fastER and U-Net. CellDetect achieved the
highest Jaccard index, but also a slightly lower F-score and more merge errors than any other
method. U-Net achieved the second highest Jaccard index, but produced also a comparably high
number of merge errors. For dataset FL, U-Net and ilastik achieved the highest F-score, but the
value was again very similar to that of fastER. U-Net achieved the highest Jaccard index, but
produced again a comparably high number of merge errors.
The detection accuracy of fastER was highly comparable with the best in all datasets.
CellDetect and U-Net achieved higher segmentation accuracies in datasets BF and PC,
respectively, but at the expense of more merge errors. Ilastik produced comparably high
segmentation quality in all datasets, but no method clearly outperformed the others. Which
method to choose for optimal results thus depends on the used cell and image acquisition type,
but also on the purpose of cell segmentation. Automated cell tracking, for example, is typically
stronger affected by merge errors than by low segmentation accuracy.
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Fig. 2.5. Population dynamics of in-vitro blood formation. Differentiating and proliferating blood
and progenitor cells were cultivated in vitro for six days and imaged every three minutes with brightfield
microscopy. The cells were then segmented and counted with fastER. The results, shown with regular
(A) and logarithmic scale (B), reveal that the number of cells remained approximately constant for about
one day and grew exponentially afterwards.

2.4.3 Population dynamics of in-vitro blood formation
As proof of concept, we analyzed the population dynamics of in-vitro blood formation using
long-term time-lapse microscopy. Primary murine blood stem and progenitor cells (purified by
CD150+ CD34- cKIT+ Sca-1+ Lin- CD48-/low phenotype from mouse bone marrow) were
cultivated in differentiation conditions for six days and imaged with brightfield microscopy
about every three minutes. This resulted in over 200,000 images (1388 × 1040 pixels each),
in which cells were then segmented and counted using fastER (see Supplementary Note A.3 for
details). The results (Fig. 2.5) reveal that the number of cells remained approximately constant
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for about one day and grew exponentially afterwards. In total, more than 46,000,000 single cells
were segmented and counted, but the analysis required only 2 hours and 37 minutes on a regular
desktop computer (Intel Core i7-4790K @ 4.00 GHZ, 16 GB RAM, Windows 7 64-bit).

2.5 Discussion
Reliable and fast automated cell segmentation in high-throughput imaging data is crucial for
many areas of biological and medical research1,2. Due to inherent problems (e.g. high cell
density, cell-to-cell heterogeneity, low and variable signal-to-noise ratios, illumination
gradients, changing imaging modalities, etc.) of typical cell imaging data, unsupervised
segmentation solutions working for many current and future imaging experiments without
extensive parameter tuning do not exist, and will likely remain impossible. Adaptable
algorithms that allow efficient and user-friendly training on new datasets are therefore crucial
to enable cell segmentation not only in individual specific datasets13.
We therefore developed fastER, which can be adapted efficiently to different imaging datasets
and then allows fast and accurate automated segmentation in large volumes of data. Quantitative
evaluation confirmed that fastER is orders of magnitude faster than existing methods, while
producing state of the art segmentation quality even for challenging image data. fastER thus
enables analysis of large-scale experiments without access to high performance computing
facilities, which are not available in most typical laboratories. Importantly, it also enables on
the fly analysis of running experiments. fastER does not use the structured SVM framework 36
employed by CellDetect and much less features. It can therefore be trained much faster (e.g.,
for dataset BF, training required only about 0.6 seconds for fastER compared to 13 minutes for
CellDetect on the computer used for the proof of concept). It can thus display segmentation
results in a real-time live preview when the user adds, changes or removes a training label
(Supplementary Movie A.1). This gives crucial immediate feedback on whether the method is
applicable (i.e. when fitting candidate regions can be found), where to add new labels (i.e. where
segmentation errors occur), and when to stop training (i.e. when segmentation quality does not
improve any more when adding new labels). The included training algorithm efficiently extracts
training samples from rough user annotations. Importantly, and in contrast to many other
methods, no other parameters or processing steps need to be specified manually. fastER
therefore is efficient and easy-to-use also for non-experts. U-Net is also applicable to a wide
range of analysis problems, but requires a much larger amount of precisely annotated training
data, which is not available for many typical experiments. In addition, training takes several
hours even with a high-end GPU, thus making iterative labelling and parameter tuning
extremely inefficient. This is a major usability problem, because training is crucial to obtain
optimal results for a specific dataset.
fastER supports images of various cell types from different imaging approaches and is robust
against common challenges for automated cell segmentation in large-scale microscopy. fastER
works best with transmitted light images acquired slightly out of focus (Supplementary Fig.
A.1), but this does not increase acquisition time or photo-toxicity. As with other segmentation
approaches, limitations remain, e.g. when high cell densities and blurring in fluorescence
microscopy impair accurate segmentation with extremal regions. However, through interactive
training with immediate feedback, users can quickly determine whether fastER is applicable to
a given dataset.
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We have implemented fastER in C++ for optimal speed and usability, but segmentation results
are stored in standard formats and can thus easily be opened with existing image analysis
software for further processing. fastER supports the experiment structure used by tTt and qTfy18,
but other experiments can be opened as well without requiring conversion. It includes a batchprocessing mode that uses all available CPU cores for segmentation. We open-source fastER
and provide binaries for Windows and Linux (it can also be compiled for OS X). Early versions
of fastER are successfully used in several research projects of our and collaborating
laboratories6,22, where it has become a core software component and will thus be maintained
and extended for many years to come.
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Chapter 3:
Software tools for single-cell tracking and quantification of
cellular and molecular properties
This chapter has been adapted from the post print version of:
Hilsenbeck O*, Schwarzfischer M*, Skylaki S*, Schauberger B, Hoppe PS, Loeffler D,
Kokkaliaris KD, Hastreiter S, Skylaki E, Filipczyk A, Strasser M, Buggenthin F, Feigelman
JS, Krumsiek J, van den Berg AJJ, Endele M, Etzrodt M, Marr C, Theis FJ* and Schroeder T*
(2016) Software tools for single-cell tracking and quantification of cellular and molecular
properties. Nature Biotechnology, 34: 703-706. *Equal contribution.
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3.1 Software tools for single-cell tracking and quantification
Continuous long-term single-cell quantification of cell behavior and molecular dynamics is
essential to advance the understanding of molecular cell fate control 1–3. Recent studies
highlight the importance of continuous single-cell analysis also in mammalian systems, but lack
of software tools for single-cell tracking and quantification suitable for long-term time-lapse
microscopy experiments still impedes their analysis9. Although long-term imaging is possible,
it involves numerous technical challenges. Monitoring e.g. differentiation of individual cells
typically requires observation for up to weeks and more than 10 generations with sufficient
optical magnification, and thus numerous fields of view. Time-lapse acquisition must be
frequent enough to track motile cells with changing morphologies and must be able to capture
multiple fluorescence channels. This results in massive data volumes (up to millions of images
per experiment) to be analyzed.
Automated cell tracking requires automated cell detection in the image data (cell segmentation),
which can work robustly on fluorescence images with high signal-to-noise ratios.
Unfortunately, in long-term experiments photo-toxicity prevents using fluorescence imaging
with sufficient acquisition frequency to follow motile cells and sufficient intensity to enable
reliable automatic segmentation9 and is ideally combined with frequent transmitted light
imaging to track cells. However, the huge variability of transmitted light microscopy images is
very challenging for automated cell segmentation13, and most existing methods are either
specifically designed for a single cell type and/or image acquisition modality12,13 or not robust
against the strong image variability in long-term experiments11. Segmentation errors cause
tracking and quantification errors, but even a single tracking error can distort whole cellular
pedigrees16. Additionally, experimental constraints often cause automated cell tracking
methods to perform poorly, thus requiring manual tracking as only option55. Therefore, the
required accuracy in cell tracking and quantification can currently only be achieved by
combining automated methods with manual curation.
Despite the availability of various software tools10, to date the main problem remains the lack
of generally applicable and user-friendly solutions for long-term cell tracking and
quantification. Various tools like TimeLapseAnalyzer56 or TLM-Tracker57 attempt fully
automated cell tracking, which can contain errors and thus needs manual data curation.
Unfortunately, these tools do not allow manual inspection or correction of the generated data.
Other analysis packages like Icy58 or TrackMate (a Fiji59 plugin based on 60) allow some user
control, but are still limited to specific datasets and lack functionality crucial for processing
long-term imaging data (Table 3.1). For example, both tools load all input images at once and
thus cannot handle data volumes too large to fit in memory. They do not support efficient
manual cell tracking to fill gaps in auto-tracking results or to analyze images manually when
(semi-) automatic methods fail. They also provide no or only limited support to track cells over
multiple overlapping fields of view. CellProfiler48 can handle large amounts of multidimensional image data, but lacks interfaces for manual curation and further analysis of results.
We therefore developed software tools for single-cell tracking (tTt, The Tracking Tool) and
quantification of cellular and molecular properties (qTfy), which allow robust and efficient
analysis of large volumes of continuous time-lapse imaging data and are not limited to specific
cell or image types. Our focus was robust applicability even for users without an IT background
to answer challenging biological questions. Through years of iterations in different groups, we
optimized tTt for usability, ergonomics and robust routine operation by even beginner users. A
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user oriented design allowing efficient manual work flows also for non-expert users is crucial
for ensuring actual use and impact of a tool in the field14. We have previously used an early
version of tTt for long-term single-cell tracking which already allowed insights in mammalian
stem cell biology4,5. Here we report the release version of tTt, which includes many features for
improved productivity and interoperability with existing solutions. In addition, we introduce
qTfy, a software package for automated cell segmentation, background correction and
quantification of cellular fluorescence intensities in cell lineage trees. We open-source the C++
code for both tools (latest versions can be found at www.bsse.ethz.ch/csd/software/ttt-andqtfy.html).

Fig. 3.1. Continuous single-cell quantification with tTt and qTfy. (a) Iterative image analysis
workflow of tTt: graphical overview of raw data for inspection and loading only of relevant parts; import
of existing tracking results for inspection and correction (e.g. from auto-tracking programs);
visualization of image data for inspection and cell tracking; display of lineage trees with annotations;
export of analysis results to binary or csv files; export of annotated movie files; and integration with
qTfy for fluorescence quantification. (b) Multi-dimensional input data: shown are 16 overlapping
brightfield fields of view (left) and one fluorescence channel (right) with three Z-layers each of one time
point. tTt currently handles up to 1,000 fields of view, 100 imaging channels, 1,000 Z-layers and 100,000
time points per field of view. Scale bars: 500 µm (bottom right) and 30 µm (zoomed-in insert). (c) Longterm single-cell fluorescence quantification with qTfy: after creation of genealogies of single cells with
tTt, qTfy applies fluorescence normalization and automatic segmentation to quantify and visualize
fluorescence dynamics. Tracking information and single-cell quantification is integrated in ‘heat trees’.
(d) Automatic fluorescence quantification requires computer assisted manual error correction: even after
image normalization and with prior knowledge about cell locations from genealogies automatic
segmentation can fail, but after manual inspection, accurate protein dynamics are obtained.
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tTt allows efficient and user-friendly manual, computer-assisted cell tracking in voluminous
time-lapse imaging data (Supplementary Video B.1), including the possibility to import, inspect
and correct existing tracked trees (tTt can directly read CellProfiler and TrackMate files, or files
from other cell tracking applications in a well-defined csv format). It allows cell tracking in any
image data good enough for human recognition, thus enabling analyzing experiments also when
(semi-)automatic approaches fail. Even when tracking manually, tTt enables answering relevant
biological questions within the typical duration of biological projects, while enhancing
reliability by allowing efficient and user-friendly manual curation4,5,22,61. tTt includes
tTtConverter, a tool to convert arbitrary time-lapse imaging experiment data formats into the
structure required to open them with tTt and qTfy. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI)
that is intuitive and rich in functions for an iterative data analysis workflow (Fig. 3.1a). After
import with tTtConverter, voluminous image data too large to load completely into the
computer’s RAM can be explored in an experiment overview. Specific parts of the data can
then be graphically selected for further analysis, and existing tracked trees can be imported, if
available.
Image data and previous analysis results, as well as imported auto-tracking results, can be
visualized. Cells can be tracked manually, existing tracking results can be corrected, and cell
properties can be annotated (including fluorescence in different channels, kinship and userdefined properties) in a cell- and time point specific way. In addition, multi-channel movies
overlaid with cell tracking information and graphical representations of cellular pedigrees can
be exported (Supplementary Fig. B.1, Supplementary Table B.1). tTt can efficiently handle
large amounts of multi-dimensional input data including the possibility to follow cells over
multiple overlapping fields of view (Fig. 3.1b), and it supports generation of lineage trees with
more than a dozen generations and 100,000s of track points. It allows easy correction of e.g.
auto-tracking errors, including integration of manual tracking e.g. to fill gaps or correct track
point positions. If the existing tracking results contain confidence levels, tTt allows efficient
inspection of only those parts with high uncertainty, thus minimizing the required human
interaction.
To enable automated quantification of cellular fluorescence in multiple channels with efficient
manual inspection and correction of results, we developed qTfy. It integrates into tTt and
extends tracking information with fluorescence measurements to generate complete
quantitative single-cell genealogies (Fig. 3.1c-d). qTfy automatically segments fluorescence
images locally around all existing track points with predefined parameters. First, it applies
image normalization that corrects for uneven illumination and background signals. This step is
usually required to generate quantifications that are comparable between different locations and
timepoints62 (Fig. 3.1c, Supplementary Video B.2). Image normalization and prior information
about cell locations from the lineage trees improve auto-segmentation, but segmentation
inaccuracies may still compromise fluorescence quantification. Therefore, qTfy applies outlier
detection to highlight potential erroneous quantifications to the user in order to facilitate fast
and efficient correction. qTfy’s GUI (Supplementary Fig. B.3) allows to efficiently inspect each
single-cell trace and, if necessary, to adjust image display settings and segment again in a semiautomatic fashion or manually draw cell boundaries (Fig. 3.1d, Supplementary Fig. B.4). It can
also use segmentation results from external tools or scripts for quantification, if available. It
supports detection in one fluorescence channel and quantification in another, as well as the
creation of combinatorial quantifications of multiple channels offering required flexibility for
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typical imaging experiments (Supplementary Table B.2). Finally, it can perform and visualize
arithmetic operations between channels to show e.g. ratios of intensities of different fluorescent
reporters or localization (e.g. cytoplasmic vs. nuclear) over time.
We compared fluorescence quantification by imaging and qTfy to well established fluorescence
quantification by flow cytometry by quantifying NanogVENUS expression of a knock-in
embryonic stem cell (ESC) line52 (compare Supplementary Notes B.1). The distribution of cell
intensities (Supplementary Fig. B.5a) obtained by imaging has bigger spread but a similar shape
as the distribution obtained by flow cytometry of the same cell population (Supplementary Fig.
B.5b). The sensitivity (% of cells above the negative gate, which was estimated by in silico
simulated control cells for imaging, Supplementary Fig. B.6 and Supplementary Notes B.1) is
comparable (94.9 ± 3.8% for imaging, n=3 versus 86.8 ± 10.1% for flow cytometry, n=3,
Supplementary Fig. B.5c). The background correction by qTfy substantially increases the
overlap between the intensity distributions obtained with imaging and flow cytometry
(Supplementary Notes B.1 and Supplementary Fig. B.7).
As an example, we demonstrate the applicability of our tools with long-term quantification of
NanogVENUS embryonic stem cells52 over four days using a brightfield imaging channel for
cell tracking and two fluorescence channels for nuclear segmentation and quantification of
mCHERRYnucmem and NanogVENUS, respectively (Fig. 3.2a and Supplementary Notes
B.1). After tracking cells with tTt (Fig. 3.2b), normalized NanogVENUS signal is quantified
and manually curated with qTfy (Fig. 3.2c). Visualization of molecular dynamics through ‘heat
trees’ from qTfy (Fig. 3.2d) demonstrates both, the reported NanogVENUS heterogeneity52
including cells with low (black) and high expression (white), and the underlying single cell
expression dynamics (Supplementary Video B.3).
tTt and qTfy enable continuous long-term quantification of cellular behavior and molecular
properties over long periods of time at the level of individual cells (Fig. 3.2, Supplementary
Video B.3) in a user-friendly way and without being limited to specific cell or image types.
By making these tools available to the scientific community, we hope to support future studies
of single-cell dynamics.
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Fig. 3.2. Quantitative long-term time-lapse microscopy of Nanog transcription factor expression
dynamics in embryonic stem cells. (a) NanogVENUS ESCs were imaged over four days with a
brightfield imaging channel and two fluorescence channels for NanogVENUS and mCHERRYnucmem,
respectively (scale bars: 50 µm). (b) Clonal genealogy tracked in the brightfield channel using tTt. (c)
qTfy was used to segment cell nuclei in the mCHERRYnucmem channel and to quantify NanogVENUS.
(d) Visualization with qTfy shows heterogeneity of Nanog expression dynamics including cells with
low (black) and high expression (white).

Table 3.1. Availability of features required for cell tracking and fluorescent marker quantification in
long-term time-lapse microscopy in tTt/qTfy and existing software (see Supplementary Notes B.1.1 for
footnotes and references in table).
Feature
required for

Tool
Feature

Process amounts of image
data too large to fit in
memory
Support for multiCell tracking in
dimensional image data
long-term
imaging
Track cells over multiple
experiments
overlapping fields of view
Import existing trees for
manual inspection and
correction
Correction of uneven
illumination in
fluorescence images
Efficient manual inspection
Quantification
and correction of
of signals from
segmentation and
fluorescent
quantification
markers
Integrated visualization of
lineage trees and
fluorescent marker time
courses
Integrated workflow for
tracking and quantification
Expert knowledge required
Usability
Processing of image data
that cannot be analyzed
with existing automatic
methods
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ImageJ63
(v1.50e, Fiji
distribution59)

Icy58
(v1.7.3.0)

CellProfiler48 LEVER64
(v7.13.2)
(v2.1.1)

tTt,
qTfy

Limited1

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited2

Limited2

Limited2,3

Limited2,3

Yes4

Limited5

No

Limited5

No

Yes6

Limited7

No

No

No

Yes

Limited8

Limited8

Limited8

No

Yes

Limited9

Limited9

Limited9

No

Yes10

No

No

No

No

Yes10

No11

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes11,12

Yes12

Yes13

Yes14

No

No16

No16

Yes

Limited12, 15

Limited12,
15
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4.1 An open file format for cell lineage trees
Continuous single-cell quantification of cellular and molecular dynamics is essential for a
comprehensive understanding of molecular cell fate control1,2,65. Time-lapse microscopy with
single-cell tracking and quantification produces cellular lineage trees (pedigrees). These include
continuous multidimensional single-cell dynamics, e.g. of molecular markers or morphology in
addition to cellular kinship information. While data acquisition and analysis remain technically
challenging7, various software tools10 such as tTt and qTfy18, CellProfiler48, ImageJ63 and Icy58
now enable lineage tree generation by continuous single-cell quantification with increasing
usability and throughput. These approaches now generate a treasure trove of data with tens of
thousands of continuous pedigrees already existing. However, the extraction of meaningful
conclusions from them remains a major bottleneck due to a lack of suitable theoretical methods
and computational tools. In genealogy research, analysis methods and data structures, like the
popular Newick format66, have been developed for snapshot only pedigree data. However, the
Newick format is not suitable for storing the large amounts of continuous multidimensional
tracking and quantification data that are typically produced in time-lapse microscopy for each
cell. Current methods therefore typically ignore most information contained in the rich
continuous single-cell dynamics based lineage trees. Development of novel theoretical methods
is urgently required, and has been started by different groups. However, as often the case in
developing fields, these developments are hampered by the lack of unified data formats
allowing the required data exchange. This is even more crucial for such an interdisciplinary
field, where data is generated by experimentalists, while analysis methods are developed by
theoretical scientists.
This data exchange between different computational tools and plugins is currently very limited7:
standardized formats for imaging raw data, meta information and pedigrees exist66–68, but this
does not include tracking, quantification or continuous pedigree data. Therefore, analysis tools
currently store them in arbitrary, custom-made formats, and development of software to convert
these formats is typically required to enable data exchange. This is generally inefficient and
impossible for non-experts.
Here, we therefore propose an open file format for cell lineage trees generated e.g. from
continuous single-cell time-lapse imaging data. It stores the 2D or 3D position of each cell of
the lineage tree in each frame using either pixel or micrometer coordinates (Fig. 1a, b),
including arbitrary quantification data on the level of individual track-points, cells or the whole
tree (Fig. 1c). Multiple blocks of quantification data can be stored together with each cell
lineage tree in a single file to, for example, save quantifications generated with different settings
or tools, thus simplifying data handling and massively accelerating computational read-speeds.
The format is text based (i.e. human readable), and open-source application programming
interfaces (APIs) to parse, modify and write lineage tree files are provided for major platforms
(Fig. 1d). In memory, track-points are stored in binary search trees which guarantee efficient
access, insertion, removal and traversal of track-points also for large lineage trees comprising
millions of track-points. Versioning as well as forward and backward compatibility ensure that
lineage tree files can be parsed even when they were saved by older or newer API versions.
Therefore, further development of the format is possible without breaking existing tools.
Importantly, no restrictions are imposed on how imaging data is stored (e.g. as individual image
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files, TIFF stacks, movie files or in a database), and multidimensional image data (e.g. with
multiple imaging channels and fields of view) is supported.

Fig. 4.1. An open file format for cell lineage trees with continuous single-cell tracking and
quantification data. (a) Cell lineage trees generated from time-lapse imaging data contain cellular
kinship information and the 2D or 3D coordinates of each cell in all frames where it was tracked (trackpoints). Traces of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells are shown as an example. (b) Schematic
display of an example lineage tree with three cells (blue boxes) and eight track-points (black circles)
generated from six frames of imaging data. (c) In addition to track-points, arbitrary quantifications
(fluorescence intensities, cellular morphologies, remarks by the researcher, etc.) can be associated with
individual track-points, cells or the whole tree. Multiple independent sets of quantification data can be
included to, for example, store quantifications produced by different tools. Example data is shown with
two sets of quantification data per track-point, cell and tree. (d) Uniform, object-oriented application
programming interfaces (APIs) with extensive documentation are provided to read, write and modify
cell lineage trees on various platforms. The format specification is open, and the APIs are open-source.

The format is technically sound and well-defined: quantification data include their data types
to avoid information loss due to, for example, treating large integers as floating point numbers
with limited precision, and encoding rules ensure that arbitrary strings can be stored without
breaking the format. Quantification data can contain heterogeneous combinations of different
types of integers, floating point numbers, Boolean values, strings and date time values. Tracking
and quantification data are stored on disk in a compact way to avoid redundancies and enable
efficient processing also of large lineage trees with millions of track-points. A changelog can
be included for each tree, allowing to keep track of data processing steps. Unit tests ensure the
API correctness and prevent functional divergence on different platforms. The format
specification is open, and the API implementations are open-source and hosted on public
repositories to enable contribution from the scientific community. Extensive documentation
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and usage examples make the APIs easy-to-use for developers. In addition, tools are provided
to extract the tree structure in the Newick format. See Supplementary Notes C.1 for a complete
description of the file format.
We expect the new format to improve interoperability between different analysis tools and
facilitate sharing of analysis results, for example, from scientific publications.
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5.1 Abstract
Quantitative single-cell time-lapse microscopy is important to advance our understanding of
molecular cell fate control. Such experiments produce huge amounts of imaging data and thus
require automated analysis. However, to our knowledge no method for automated cell tracking
exists that produces perfect results. Manual inspection and correction of automatically
generated cell tracking data using e.g. tTt is therefore required – but this is tedious and timeconsuming, because every tracking link has to be inspected.
In this work, we therefore present a probabilistic distance measure to annotate existing cell
tracking data with confidence levels, which allows locating errors more efficiently. To this end,
we model how features like cell position, size and fluorescently quantified protein amounts
change for correct and incorrect tracking links. With this model a probability is then calculated
for each tracking link indicating if it is correct or not. In addition, alternative precursor and
successor cells are considered to quantify ambiguity. The parameters of the distance model can
be learned fully automatically in most cases. A user-friendly and numerically stable
implementation has been implemented in fastER and tTt, including an assistant to locate and
correct tracking errors based on confidence levels.
Evaluation using receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves indicates a higher classification
performance compared to the Mahalanobis distance. However, in the used dataset this
improvement seems to be only a result of taking into account ambiguity and not of the distance
model to weight feature changes. This could be different for other datasets, though – additional
evaluations are therefore required.
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5.2 Introduction
Single-cell time-lapse microscopy with continuous quantification of cellular properties and
molecular markers indicating e.g. transcription factor expression levels is crucial to advance
our understanding of cellular behavior and its molecular control1–3. These experiments produce
huge amounts of imaging data, and thus require automated analysis. A plethora of methods for
automated cell segmentation and tracking has been published10,13,15, but to our knowledge there
is no method that produces perfect results15. However, a single error in cell tracking data can
lead to wrong conclusions – manual inspection and correction of automatically generated results
is therefore crucial18.
With tTt and qTfy18, user-friendly and robust software tools for efficient manual inspection and
correction of automatically generated cell tracking data are now available. However, locating
errors in tracking data is still tedious, because it requires manual inspection of all tracking links.
To address this problem, we developed a probabilistic distance measure which can be used to
annotate every tracking link with a confidence level indicating how likely it is to be correct.
The work presented here builds on previous results69. There, we presented a probabilistic
distance measure to weigh changes of cellular morphologies and other signals by modeling the
distribution of feature differences not only for correct links, but also for incorrect links. This
probabilistic distance measure was then used to track cells with Bayesian networks, producing
promising results. However, the size of the Bayesian network increased with the number of
cells, and the resulting high computational cost for inferring solutions from large Bayesian
networks was therefore a major hurdle for the more widespread application of this approach. In
addition, the distance measure did not include spatial distances, which impaired results when
cellular morphologies and protein levels were not sufficient to choose the correct link.
Here, we adapt and extend the probabilistic distance measure in two ways for the annotation of
existing cell tracking data with confidence levels: first, spatial distances are included in the
model and, secondly, alternative solutions are considered to quantify ambiguity. This means
that a tracking link can be assigned a low confidence level even when the two linked cells are
spatially close and similar with regard to other features when alternative, conflicting tracking
links would be possible that seem equally likely. As in 69, the parameters of this distance
measure can be learned from automatically tracked tree fragments. We implemented the
calculation of confidence levels in fastER and tTt – an error correction assistant can be used in
tTt to automatically locate low confidence tracking links. This enables researchers to efficiently
find tracking errors for manual correction and to assess the quality of automatically generated
cell tracking data.
We quantitatively evaluate this probabilistic distance measure against the Mahalanobis
distance70 using long term time-lapse imaging data of murine embryonic stem cells. The
features used for the calculation of confidence levels include spatial distances as well as changes
in morphologies and protein expression levels. Classification performance is evaluated using
the AUC (“area under the curve”) measure. The results indicate that our distance measure
performs better than the Mahalanobis distance. However, in the used dataset, this improved
classification performance seems to be mostly a result of detecting ambiguities by considering
alternative solutions – modeling feature changes for correct and incorrect links, however, seems
not to improve results. Additional evaluations are thus required to determine if this is also the
case for other datasets.
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Overview
Consider a cell in frame 𝑡 that has been linked to another cell in frame 𝑡 + 1 (Fig 5.1). Other
cells and their links are ignored for now.

Fig. 5.1. Schematic display of cells and tracking links at two frames t and t+1. For now, we only
focus on one tracking link between two cells (black circles and black dotted line) for which a confidence
level should be calculated, ignoring other cells and tracking links (grey).

We can calculate the spatial displacement (along the x and y axes in the case of 2D imaging)
e.g. in micrometers as well as changes of other features like cell size and the amount of some
protein. This results in the following delta vector:

Δx
Δy
Δ𝑣 = [
].
Δsize
Δprotein

(5.18)

Many additional features could be used, including e.g. additional proteins or cellular
morphologies.
The simplest approach to obtain a confidence level from the delta vector Δ𝑣 would be to use
the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors of the cell at frame t and its successor at
frame t+1. However, this would not be useful, because e.g. spatial distances and changes of
protein amounts usually have different scaling. In addition, there are typically correlations, e.g.
between protein amounts and cell size.
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5.3.2 Mahalanobis distance
To address scaling and correlation structures, the Mahalanobis distance70 could be used instead.
Its parameters could be learned from training data (e.g. from tracking data that is known to be
correct).
This could still be problematic: different features may be informative to a different extent. For
example, even when all cells have the same sizes, small size changes could still be observed
due to measurement noise but would not be useful for cell tracking or error detection. This
could be addressed with feature selection techniques. However, two features may both be
informative, but to a different extent. For example, a tracking link could be two times more
likely to be correct given that the linked cells have the same area, but ten times more likely to
be correct given that the two cells contain the same amount of some protein. In that case, both
features should be used but the more informative feature should be weighted higher to make an
optimal decision in the presence of conflicting evidence.

5.3.3 A probabilistic approach
Going back to the example of two cells that have been assigned during tracking, let the random
variable 𝑌 denote whether the assignment is correct. I.e. 𝑌 = 1 if and only if it is correct and
𝑌 = 0 if and only if it is not. Using Bayes theorem, we obtain for the probability that 𝑌 = 1
given the delta vector Δ𝑣:

𝑃(𝑌 = 1 | Δ𝑣) =

𝑓(Δ𝑣)𝑃(𝑌 = 1)
,
𝐹(Δ𝑣)

(5.2)

where 𝑓(∙) denotes the density function for Δ𝑣 under the condition that the assignment is
correct, i.e. under the condition that 𝑌 = 1, 𝑓(̅ ∙) the density function for Δ𝑣 under the condition
that the assignment is incorrect, i.e. under the condition that 𝑌 = 0, and 𝐹(⋅) the unconditional
density function for Δ𝑣, i.e. 𝐹(Δ𝑣) = 𝑓(Δ𝑣)𝑃(𝑌 = 1) + 𝑓 (̅ Δ𝑣)𝑃(𝑌 = 0).
Analogously we obtain for the probability that the assignment is incorrect:

𝑃(𝑌 = 0 | Δ𝑣) =

𝑓 (̅ Δ𝑣)𝑃(𝑌 = 0)
.
𝐹(Δ𝑣)

(5.3)

We can model 𝑓(∙), i.e. the density function of Δ𝑣 under the condition that the assignment is
correct, with a multivariate Gaussian distribution (analogously to Mahalanobis distance). Thus,
we can rewrite 𝑓(Δ𝑣) as follows:

𝑓(Δ𝑣) = 𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣),
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(5.4)

where 𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (∙) denotes the probability density function of a multivariate Gaussian with
parameters 𝜇 and Σ. The parameters 𝜇 and Σ can be learned from training data. This could be
e.g. tracking data that has been manually inspected and is known to be correct.
To model the distributions of Δ𝑣 under the condition that the assignment is incorrect, let Δv0
denote the vector containing only the spatial displacements and Δv1 the vector containing only
the changes of the other features. In the example:

Δx
],
Δy

(5.5)

Δsize
].
Δprotein

(5.6)

Δ𝑣0 = [

and:

Δ𝑣1 = [

We assume that there is a spatial limit 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 such that cells cannot move more than 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 between
consecutive frames. Thus, all possible precursor cells at frame 𝑡 of a cell at frame 𝑡 + 1 must
be located within a circle around its position with radius 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . We assume that incorrect
precursor cells are evenly distributed in this circle. Therefore, the distribution of 𝑣0 under the
condition that the link is incorrect can be modeled with a uniform density within this circular
area:

𝑓(̅ Δ𝑣0 ) =

1
.
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5.7)

The distribution of Δ𝑣1 , i.e. the changes of the remaining features, under the condition that the
assignment is incorrect can also be modeled with multivariate Gaussian distribution:

𝑓(̅ Δ𝑣1 ) = 𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣1 ).

(5.8)

Thus, we can rewrite 𝑓 (̅ Δ𝑣) as follows:

𝑓 (̅ Δ𝑣) =

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣1 ).
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5.9)

The parameters 𝜇̅ and Σ̅ can also be learned from training data, i.e. tracking data that are known
to be correct, by choosing cells in frames 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1 that have not been linked (since we assume
the training data to be correct, the samples must correspond to wrong links).
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We thus obtain:

𝑃(𝑌 = 1 | Δ𝑣) ∝ 𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣)𝑃(𝑌 = 1),

(5.10)

and:

𝑃(𝑌 = 0 | Δ𝑣) ∝

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣1 )𝑃(𝑌 = 0).
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5.11)

It can be difficult to provide accurate values for the priors 𝑃(𝑌 = 1) and 𝑃(𝑌 = 0). However,
since we are only interested in a comparable measure for the confidence that a tracking link is
correct or not and not necessarily in actual probabilities, we can assume an even prior
distribution, i.e. 𝑃(𝑌 = 1) = 𝑃(𝑌 = 0). We then obtain:

𝑃(𝑌 = 1 | Δ𝑣) ∝ 𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣),

(5.12)

and:

𝑃(𝑌 = 0 | Δ𝑣) ∝

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣1 ).
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5.13)

With this approach, we obtain a probability from spatial displacements and feature changes that
indicates if a tracking link is correct or not.
However, this is not sufficient to find errors in existing tracking data, because it does not take
into account alternative solutions. It can therefore not be used to find ambiguous solutions in
existing tracking data. Assume, for example, that a cell at frame 𝑡 + 1 has two possible
precursor cells at frame 𝑡, i.e. two possible links to precursors cells. In that case, we can get
very high probabilities for both possible links if both cells are equally close and equally similar
with regard to the other features. No matter which link was chosen by the auto-tracking
software, the confidence level could be very high, even though the choice was highly
ambiguous.

5.3.4 Taking into account ambiguity
To address this problem, we could enumerate all possible solutions and aggregate the
probabilities of those containing the link in question. However, the high computational cost for
doing this makes this approach impractical.
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Considering alternative precursor cells
A possible workaround could be to consider for the cell at frame 𝑡 + 1 all the possible precursor
cells at frame 𝑡 (i.e. all cells that lay within a circular area with radius 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the previous
frame). For example, consider one cell at frame 𝑡 + 1 (black) that has been linked with one cell
at frame 𝑡 (connected by black dotted line), but has 3 additional possible precursors at frame 𝑡
(Fig. 5.2).

Fig. 5.2. Considering alternative precursor cells to quantify ambiguity. To calculate a confidence
level for a tracking link (black dotted line), we now also consider alternative precursor cells (black,
connected with gray dotted lines).

Other cells at frame 𝑡 + 1 and cells outside the spatially constrained regions at frame 𝑡 are
ignored (grey). This greatly reduces the number of possibilities that have to be considered.
Let 𝑚 denote the number of possible precursors (in the example, 𝑚 = 4), and let Δ𝑣𝑖 denote
the delta vector to precursor 𝑖 with 𝑖 ∈ 1 … 𝑚. Let 𝑌 ∈ 0 … 𝑚 denote the random variable whose
value is the correct precursor (𝑌 = 0 denotes that none of the precursors is correct). We assume
that the distributions of the Δ𝑣𝑖 are conditionally independent given which precursors is correct
(i.e. given the value of 𝑌).
We thus obtain for the probability that 𝑌 = 𝑖 with 𝑖 > 0:

𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖 | Δ𝑣1 , Δ𝑣2 , … , Δ𝑣𝑚 ) ∝ 𝑓(Δ𝑣𝑖 ) (

∏

𝑓 ̅(Δ𝑣𝑗 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖),

𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}

(5.14)

and for the probability that 𝑌 = 0:

𝑃(𝑌 = 0| Δ𝑣1 , Δ𝑣2 , … , Δ𝑣𝑚 ) ∝ ( ∏ 𝑓 ̅(Δ𝑣𝑗 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 0).
𝑗∈1…𝑚
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(5.15)

As before, we can model 𝑓(∙) and 𝑓 (̅ ∙) with multivariate Gaussians. Analogously to before, let
Δ𝑣𝑖,0 denote the vector containing only the spatial displacements to precursor 𝑖 and Δ𝑣𝑖,1 the
vector containing only the changes of the other features.
We can plug this into the equation for the probability that 𝑌 = 𝑖 with 𝑖 > 0:

𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖 | Δ𝑣1 , Δ𝑣2 , … , Δ𝑣𝑚 ) ∝ (𝑓(Δ𝑣𝑖 )

∏

̅ 𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖)
𝑓(Δ𝑣

𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}

= (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣𝑖 )

∏
𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖)
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

2 )−(𝑚−1)
= (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣𝑖 )(𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

∏

𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖),

𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}

(5.16)

And into the equation for the probability that 𝑌 = 0:

̅ 𝑗 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 0)
𝑃(𝑌 = 0| Δ𝑣1 , Δ𝑣2 , … , Δ𝑣𝑚 ) ∝ ( ∏ 𝑓(Δ𝑣
𝑗∈1…𝑚

=( ∏
𝑗∈1…𝑚

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 0)
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

2 )−𝑚
= (𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
( ∏ 𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 0).
𝑗∈1…𝑚

(5.17)

Fig. 5.3. Considering alternative successor cells to quantify ambiguity. Only considering alternative
precursor cells is not sufficient to quantify ambiguity: the link from frame 𝑡 to 𝑡 + 1 might be highly
ambiguous. This may not be noticed when only considering alternative precursor cells.
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With the last approach, we should be able to detect ambiguities in most cases. However, it is
possible that for a trajectory ambiguities remain unnoticed when regarding only precursor cells
(Fig. 5.3).
Considering alternative successor cells
A solution is to not only calculate the probability for the precursor cell, but also for the successor
cell. The latter should indicate the ambiguity in the example. The minimum of the two
probabilities could then be used as the final score, because a low value for one or both of the
two probabilities indicates a possible error.
Handling cell divisions
So far, we did not take into account cell divisions. This is problematic, because in this case, the
expected distribution of feature changes differs strongly from other tracking links: depending
on the cell type, it is expected, for example, that daughter cells have smaller areas and lower
protein amounts than their mother cell. To address this, ideally a separate set of parameters
should be learned for cell divisions. However, this would require a large set of correctly
annotated cell divisions for parameter learning, and generating such a training set would be
impractical e.g. for blood stem cells, because they often have to be tracked for hundreds of
frames until the first cell division occurs.
Here, we thus use a simple approximation as workaround: for features indicating cellular areas
and protein amounts, we assume that daughter cells are expected to have half as much as their
mother cell (in case of binary divisions). This approach works well for the types of cells used
in this work (i.e. murine embryonic and blood stem cells), but would probably have to be revised
when tracking, for example, budding yeast cells.

5.3.5 Numerically stable calculation
Implementing the previous formulas directly on a computer could lead to severe errors. For
example, for large delta values, both the positive and the negative density functions could
become extremely small and thus both evaluate to zero on a computer due to numerical
instabilities, which can cause undefined behavior and a complete loss of the information
provided by the feature. To overcome this, only logarithmic density function values should be
used for implementation purposes.
For the logarithm of the multivariate Gaussian density function with dimensionality 𝑘 we
obtain:

1
1
log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (𝑥)) = log (det(2πΣ)−2 exp (− (𝑥 − 𝜇)T Σ −1 (𝑥 − 𝜇)))
2
1
1
= − log(det(2πΣ)) − (𝑥 − 𝜇)T Σ −1 (𝑥 − 𝜇)
2
2
1
1
k
= − log ((2π) det(Σ)) − (𝑥 − 𝜇)T Σ −1 (𝑥 − 𝜇).
2
2
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(5.18)

Numerically stable implementation of approach 2
For the logarithm of the probability that a link is correct without considering alternative links,
we obtain:

log(𝑃(𝑌 = 1 | Δ𝑣) ) = log (

𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣)
)
𝐹(Δ𝑣)

= log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣)) − log(𝐹(𝛥𝑣)),

(5.19)

where:

log(𝐹(𝛥𝑣)) = log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣) +

1
𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣1 )),
2
𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5.20)

where log(𝐹(⋅)) can be calculated in a numerically stable way by first calculating the
logarithms of the unnormalized measures and then, if necessary, normalizing them before
calculating the non-logarithmic values. For example, if all logarithmic unnormalized measures
take very large negative values (indicating very small density function values), they could be
normalized by subtracting the value of the highest factor from each factor, such that the highest
factor has value zero afterwards. This corresponds to multiplying the non-logarithmic
unnormalized measures by a constant such that the highest one takes value 1 after
normalization.

Numerically stable implementation of approach 3
Let Δ𝑉 denote the matrix containing all the Δ𝑣𝑖 vectors as columns:

⋮
Δ𝑉 = (Δ𝑣1
⋮

⋮
Δ𝑣2
⋮

⋯

⋮
Δ𝑣𝑚 ).
⋮

(5.21)

In addition, let 𝐹(Δ𝑉) denote the unconditional probability density function of Δ𝑉 (analogously
to 𝐹(Δ𝑣) before) and let 𝐿(Δ𝑉| 𝑌 = 𝑖) denote the unnormalized measure for the probability
𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖 | Δ𝑉), i.e.:

𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖) = 𝑓(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖)𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖).

We thus obtain:
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(5.22)

𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖 | Δ𝑉) =

𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖)
∝ 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖).
𝐹(Δ𝑉)

(5.23)

We then obtain for the logarithm of the probability that 𝑖 is the correct precursor with 𝑖 > 0:

log(𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖 | Δ𝑉))
= log(𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖)𝐹(Δ𝑉)−1 )
= log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖) − log 𝐹(Δ𝑉),

(5.24)

where:

𝐹(Δ𝑉) = ∑ 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖).
(5.25)

𝑖∈0…𝑚

For log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖) with 𝑖 > 0 we obtain:

log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖)
2 )−(𝑚−1)
= log ((𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣𝑖 )(𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

∏

𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖))

𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}
2 )
= log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇,Σ) (Δ𝑣𝑖 )) − (𝑚 − 1)log(𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

+(

∑

log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 ))) + log(𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑖))

𝑗∈1…𝑚\{𝑖}

(5.26)
And for log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 0) we obtain:

log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 0)
2 )−𝑚
= log ((𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
( ∏ 𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) 𝑃(𝑌 = 0))
𝑗∈1…𝑚
2 )
= −𝑚 log(𝜋𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
+ ∑ log (𝑓𝒩(𝜇̅,Σ̅) (Δ𝑣𝑗,1 )) + log(𝑃(𝑌 = 0)).
𝑗∈1…𝑚

(5.27)

Analogously to the previous approach, 𝐹(Δ𝑉) can be calculated in a numerically stable way by
first calculating the logarithms of all unnormalized measures (i.e. log 𝐿(Δ𝑉|𝑌 = 𝑖) for 𝑖 =
0 … 𝑚) and, if necessary, normalizing them before calculating the non-logarithmic values.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Robust and user-friendly implementation in fastER and tTt
The approach to calculate confidence levels described here can only have impact if it is actually
used by researchers to inspect and correct cell tracking data. Therefore, it is crucial to provide
robust and user-friendly software tools for this purpose.
For most users, it would be impossible to manually specify the parameters of the probabilistic
model that is used to calculate the confidence levels. However, as described in 69, in most timelapse imaging datasets it is possible to fully automatically track cells using a simple nearest
neighbor approach to generate tree fragments which are very short, but contain no (or very few)
errors. These tree fragments are too short to be useful for cell tracking, but sufficient for
parameter learning. We have implemented this functionality in fastER, because it can segment
cells or import segmentation results produced with other tools to extract quantitative features
from each segmented cell. This includes morphological features like cell size as well as
quantification of protein amounts based on fluorescent markers – importantly, background
correction methods62,71 can be applied on fluorescence images to obtain accurate measurements.
Using this training data, existing cell tracking data can then be annotated with confidence levels
in tTt. The tree fragments with quantification data generated by fastER are loaded to extract
samples of correct and incorrect links and parameter learning. Then, cell tracking data produced
can be imported to annotate it with confidence levels. For this purpose, segmentation and
quantification data produced by fastER is used to calculate changes of cellular features for each
tracking link in the cell tracking data to annotate. Using the previously learned parameters, each
tracking link is then annotated with a confidence level. The trees with confidence levels are
then saved using the open tree file format described in chapter 4.
In addition, it is necessary to provide a user-interface to efficiently inspect and correct tracking
data that includes confidence levels. We implemented this functionality in tTt, because it
already supports efficient manual inspection and correction of cell tracking data. When
confidence levels are available, they are encoded with colors when displaying cell lineage trees.
With one click, the image data corresponding to a tracking link can be loaded for manual
inspection and correction of the tracking link. In addition, an error correction assistant can be
used to directly jump from one low confidence region to the next. Regions can be marked as
inspected, so they are skipped by the assistant in the future.
This implementation is robust, easy-to-use and supports datasets too large to fit in memory.
External segmentation and tracking tools can be used both for the training data and for the
tracking data that should be annotated. It hides the underlying theoretical complexity and makes
confidence levels available to all researchers.

5.4.2 Quantitative evaluation of confidence levels
We evaluated the classification performance of the confidence levels in a real-life scenario
using a time-lapse imaging dataset of murine embryonic stem cells that were imaged for two
days. Fluorescently labeled cell nuclei (iRFPnucmem) were segmented with fastER to generate
tree fragments to learn parameters for the calculation of confidence levels. The same
segmentation results were used to automatically track cells using the Baxter algorithm28. The
automatically generated cell tracking results were then imported to tTt and annotated with
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confidence levels using the morphological features cell area and eccentricity as well as the
background corrected71 fluorescence quantification features of the labeled proteins
iRFPnucmem, NanogKATUSHKA and Oct4VENUS. Then, randomly selected tracking links
were manually inspected and annotated as correct or incorrect. This resulted in a labeled set of
randomly selected tracking links with confidence levels (109 correct and 69 incorrect tracking
links).

Fig. 5.4. Evaluation of classification performance. The classification performance of the confidence
levels was evaluated using receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves and the area under the curve
measure (AUC). The confidence levels (FinalScore) exhibited the highest classification performance
(AUC: 0.9886). The Mahalanobis distance and the confidence levels without considering ambiguity
(PCorrect) exhibited a lower, very similar classification performance (AUC in both cases: 0.9703).

We used this dataset to evaluate the classification performance of the confidence levels with
receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves. The results (Fig. 5.4) indicate a higher
classification performance for the confidence levels compared to the Mahalanobis distance.
However, in the used dataset, this improvement seems to be only a result of considering
ambiguity, i.e. of considering alternative precursor and successor cells. The probabilistic model
to optimally weigh feature differences, however, did not contribute to the improved
classification performance: using the probabilistic distance measure without considering
alternative precursor and successor cells results in the same AUC as the Mahalanobis distance.
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5.5 Discussion and outlook
Our probabilistic approach to weigh feature differences did not improve classification
performance in the dataset used for evaluation. This could indicate that our approach makes no
difference in practice – however, more evaluations using different datasets and features are
required to confirm this. The results could be different e.g. for cells that have smaller and less
varying cell sizes.
Our probabilistic distance measure could also be used for automatic cell tracking – here only
the variant that does not consider ambiguity would make sense: if a cell has, for example,
multiple possible precursor cells that seem equally likely given their features, the tracking
algorithm is already less likely to select that tracking link. Therefore, it would probably make
no sense to consider ambiguity in the distance function. One method where our distance
measure could be used is the Baxter algorithm28, which has performed well in several cell
tracking challenges12,15. This method requires a distance function that assigns each pair of cells
between two consecutive frames a distance indicating how unlikely the pair of cells is to be
linked together.
Considering ambiguity, on the other hand, proved to be useful for the annotation of existing
cell tracking data with confidence levels. The easy-to-use and robust implementation in fastER
and tTt thus provides researchers with a useful tool to inspect and correct cell tracking data
more efficiently than it is possible with existing tools.
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Chapter 6:
Discussion and conclusion
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6.1 Discussion and conclusion
In this work, we developed user-friendly computational methods for the robust and efficient
quantification of single-cell dynamics in long-term time-lapse microscopy data as demonstrated
by their application in various research projects6,19–25.
However, limitations still remain: there is to our knowledge no method for automated cell
segmentation or tracking that supports all image acquisition modalities and cell types and is
also reasonably fast and easy to use. In addition, for research projects that require highly
accurate cell tracking data, a major effort is still often required to manually inspect and correct
auto tracking results. These problems can be addressed in different ways.

6.1.1 Cell segmentation
With fastER, we developed a trainable tool for automated cell segmentation that is orders of
magnitude faster than existing methods, while producing state of the art segmentation quality
even for challenging image data. During training, it displays segmentation results in a real-time
live preview when the user adds, changes or removes a training label. It can thus easily be
adapted to a given dataset and then automatically process large amounts of imaging data. It is
applicable to various cell types and image acquisition modalities and robust against challenges
for automated cell segmentation that often occur in large-scale microscopy. Due to its speed, it
enables on the fly analysis of images generated by running experiments. As with other
segmentation methods, limitations remain, e.g. for fluorescence images with high cell densities
and blurring. However, through interactive training users can quickly determine if it is
applicable to a given dataset.
Newly available segmentation methods based on deep learning could further increase
segmentation quality and applicability to different analysis problems. U-Net45,46, for example,
produced very high segmentation quality in our evaluations, and segmentation (given a trained
model) is reasonably fast on modern GPUs. In addition, it outperforms other methods on very
challenging imaging data such as, for example, transmitted light images that were acquired in
focus. This is an important achievement and shows that deep neural networks are very powerful
for the analysis of cell microscopy data.
However, lacking usability currently prevents a more widespread application of U-Net. This is
not only caused by the lack of an easy to use software implementation but also by inherent
difficulties: U-Net has to be trained for specific datasets, which takes several hours, and when
segmentation results are not satisfying, it can in my experience be very hard and time
consuming to improve them. It can be required, for example, to tune hyper-parameters such as
the learning rate, to change pixel weight maps or to label more images for training. As a result,
U-Net is very hard to use for non-expert users. However, I believe that the usability of deep
learning segmentation methods will improve as new methods and tools become available.
Given their already impressive segmentation quality, I therefore believe that the field will
develop further in this direction.
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6.1.2 Cell tracking
tTt and qTfy provide a unique combination of features required for robust cell tracking and
quantification of single-cell dynamics in long-term imaging data (Table 3.1). This includes
efficient manual inspection and correction of results, which is crucial for analysis problems that
require highly accurate tracking data. The cell lineage trees generated in Hoppe et al.6, for
example, contain up to 10 generations and several hundred track-points per cell. Given an autotracking method that, for example, generates tracking links of which 99% are correct, this
results in on average more than one tracking error per cell, thus limiting possible conclusions.
With tTt, however, auto-tracking data can be imported for manual curation, thus enabling the
use of auto-tracking tools that provide no or only limited functionality for this purpose even
when very high accuracy is required.
Importing data to tTt for manual inspection and correction currently often requires an additional
data conversion step to a format that tTt understands – a widespread implementation of the
common tree file format we proposed in chapter 4 would eliminate this hurdle. In addition, it
would enable crucial data exchange between other analysis tools as well as between different
research groups.
The confidence levels presented in chapter 5 address the problem that manual curation of cell
tracking data is currently tedious and time consuming. The user-friendly implementation in
fastER and tTt hides the underlying complexity and makes them available also to non-expert
users. However, further evaluations are required to assess if the developed probabilistic model
can improve classification performance. Otherwise, a simpler method using only the
Mahalanobis distance but taking into account ambiguity might be as useful. Alternatively,
machine learning methods could be applied to feature changes. It might be possible to generate
the training data required for these methods fully automatically, too.
It is important to point out that very high tracking accuracy is not always required. Mathematical
models based on cell tracking data, for example, could be designed to take into account possible
tracking errors. Manual inspection and correction of auto-tracking data may therefore not be
required in these cases. In addition, it is likely that the accuracy and usability of auto-tracking
results will further improve as new methods become available. This will also include more deep
learning methods, which are now becoming available72,73. Finally, it is important to also
consider techniques on the experimental side that facilitate automated analysis. This includes
simple tricks such as acquiring transmitted light images slightly out of focus (Suppl. Fig. A.1)
but also more sophisticated approaches such as specialized microfluidic devices74 or biological
immobilization of cells25.
In conclusion, I believe there is currently no single solution that is optimal in all cases. Thus,
given an analysis problem, a combination of experimental and algorithmic methods has to be
carefully chosen taking into account the specific requirements.
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Appendix A:
Supplementary material to chapter 2
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A.1 Additional algorithmic details
A.1.1 Splitting of extremal regions
fastER considers each extremal region 𝑥 ⊆ 𝐷 for splitting in two sub-regions 𝑥1 ⊂ 𝑥 and 𝑥2 ⊂
𝑥 such that 𝑥1 ∪ 𝑥2 = 𝑥 and 𝑥1 ∩ 𝑥2 = ∅ if 𝑥 has exactly two child-nodes in the component
tree (with corresponding extremal regions 𝑐1 ⊂ 𝑥 and 𝑐2 ⊂ 𝑥) and if both 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 were not
split themselves. The pair of sub-regions is then together also considered as candidate regions
for segmentation (compare equation 2 in main text). Each sub-region contains all pixels of the
corresponding extremal region (i.e. 𝑐1 ⊆ 𝑥1 and 𝑐2 ⊆ 𝑥2 ), and each remaining pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥 (i.e.
each pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥 with 𝑝 ∉ 𝑐1 and 𝑝 ∉ 𝑐2) is added to the sub-region 𝑥𝑖 (with 𝑖 = 1 or 𝑖 = 2)
whose corresponding extremal region 𝑐𝑖 is closer to 𝑝. Since fastER does not maintain a list of
contained pixels for each extremal region, the closest sub-region 𝑥𝑖 is chosen based on the
distance to the bounding box (denoted by 𝑏𝑖 ) of the corresponding extremal region 𝑐𝑖 using
Manhattan distance (note that 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are bounding boxes of the extremal regions 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 ,
but not of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 – they are only used to distribute remaining pixels of 𝑥 among 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 ,
but they remain unchanged when new pixels are added to 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 ). To enable this, fastER
considers 𝑥 for splitting only if the bounding boxes 𝑏1 of 𝑐1 and 𝑏2 of 𝑐2 do not overlap.
Additionally, fastER has to guarantee that the sub-regions 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 remain connected after
distributing the remaining pixels of 𝑥 among them. To ensure this without computationally
expensive calculations, fastER requires that for each remaining pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥 there must be at
least one pixel 𝑞 adjacent to 𝑝 (i.e. 𝑝𝐴𝑞) that is closer to a randomly chosen pixel of the
corresponding nested extremal region 𝑐𝑖 (unless 𝑝 itself is adjacent to the random pixel from
𝑐𝑖 ) and has a pixel intensity that is lower or equal to the maximal pixel intensity in 𝑥. If this
constraint is violated, 𝑥 is not considered for splitting anymore.
If extremal region 𝑥 meets these constraints, it is split into 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 . If the parent extremal
region 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) of 𝑥 has no other child nodes except 𝑥 in the component tree, 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) is also
split by analogously distributing its remaining pixels (i.e. each pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) with 𝑝 ∉ 𝑥)
among 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 based on their distances to 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 (and so on for the parent extremal region
of 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥)). Like an extremal region can be specified with a single seed pixel (see main text),
an extremal region 𝑥 with sub-regions 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 can be specified with a seed pixel of 𝑥 and the
bounding boxes 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 that were used to distribute the remaining pixels of 𝑥 among 𝑥1 and
𝑥2 .

A.1.2 Features
In this section, we formally define the features extracted from candidate regions (like in
equations 6 to 14 in the main text, but without using the sufficient statistics for their definition).
Let 𝑥 ⊆ 𝐷 denote a region, 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥) the sample covariance matrix of the x- and y-coordinates of
the pixels in 𝑥, and 𝐺(𝑥) all pairs of pixels in 𝑥 and 𝐷\𝑥 that are adjacent:

𝐺(𝑥) = {(𝑝, 𝑞) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑥 ∧ 𝑞 ∈ 𝐷\𝑥 ∧ 𝑝𝐴𝑞}
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(A.1)

With this, the features of 𝑥 are defined as follows:

Size(𝑥) = |𝑥|
Major axis length(𝑥) = 𝑒1 (𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥))
Minor axis length(𝑥) = 𝑒2 (𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥))
Avg. intensity(𝑥) =

1
∑ 𝐼(𝑝)
|𝑥|
𝑝∈𝑥

Heterogeneity(𝑥) = 𝑠({𝐼(𝑝)|𝑝 ∈ 𝑥})
Avg. gradient(𝑥) =

1
|𝐺(𝑥)|

∑

|𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)|

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺(𝑥)

Std. dev. of gradient(𝑥) = 𝑠({|𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)||(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ 𝐺(𝑥)})
Eccentricity(𝑥) =
Avg. background(𝑥) =

|𝐺(𝑥)|
8√|𝑥|⁄𝜋
1
|𝐺(𝑥)|

∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺(𝑥)

𝐼(𝑞),

(A.2)

where 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 denote the major and minor Eigenvalue, respectively, and 𝑠 the sample
standard deviation.

A.1.3 Inference method
In this section, we further describe the inference method used by fastER, which we defined with
the recursive formula 𝐹(𝑥) in the main text (equations 2 to 4, main text). As stated in the main
text, 𝐹(𝑥) returns a set of non-overlapping candidate regions and maximizes its average score
under the additional constraint that for any extremal region 𝑦 nested in 𝑥 (i.e. 𝑦 ⊆ 𝑥) with
𝑆(𝑦) > 0, it holds that either 𝑦 itself, a parent extremal region containing 𝑦 or at least one
child region contained in 𝑦 is included in the solution. Without this constraint, only extremal
regions with maximal score would be returned (i.e. only one region in most cases), because
adding any region with non-maximal score to the solution would reduce the average score of
the solution. To segment an image 𝐼, the segmentation formula 𝐹 is applied on the whole image,
i.e. on the whole image domain 𝐷 ⊂ ℤ2 , which is an extremal region by definition (equation 1,
main text).
There are some specific cases, where the solution that is extracted by fastER does not have
globally maximal average score under the additional constraint – and where this would actually
lead to undesirable results. This can best be shown with a concrete example: assume fastER
returns as solution for the segmentation of an image the set of extremal regions 𝑋 = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐}
with the scores 𝑆(𝑎) = 40, S(b)=10 and S(c)=10. The average score of 𝑋 is thus 𝑆̅(𝑋) =
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3

(40 + 10 + 10) = 20. Furthermore, assume that the extremal regions 𝑏 and 𝑐 have a parent

extremal region 𝑑, i.e. 𝑏 ⊂ 𝑑 ∧ 𝑐 ⊂ 𝑑, with 𝑆(𝑑) = 5. Thus, 𝑏 and 𝑐 in 𝑋 could be replaced
with 𝑑 without violating the additional constraint mentioned above, which would result in the
alternative solution 𝑋 ′ = {𝑎, 𝑑}. This solution is obviously undesirable, because it chooses
region 𝑑 with score 5 instead of the regions {𝑏, 𝑐} which both have the much higher score 10.
1
However, the average score of 𝑋′ is 𝑆̅(𝑋 ′ ) = 2 (40 + 5) = 22.5 which is higher than the
average score 𝑆̅(𝑋) = 20 of 𝑋.
Thus, when extracting a solution with globally maximal average score under the constraint
mentioned above, the undesirable solution 𝑋′ would be correct in this case. However, fastER
still returns 𝑋 as solution in this case, because it does not alter solutions for sub-problems later
on. In the example, the segmentation of extremal region 𝑑 is a sub-problem for which the
solution is 𝐹(𝑑) = {𝑏, 𝑐} and not 𝐹(𝑑) = {𝑑}.

A.1.4 Efficient calculation
A.1.4.1 Overview
fastER employs the algorithmic framework from Nistér and Stewénius39 to efficiently
enumerate all extremal regions (including sub-regions generated by splitting) from an image,
calculate their features, and apply the recursive segmentation formula. As described in Nistér
and Stewénius39, their algorithm can best be explained with an analogy: interpret the pixel
intensities of a given grayscale image as heights and imagine the resulting image landscape is
flooded with water starting at a random point. Water flows downward until a local minimum is
reached (which corresponds to a leaf node in the component tree). There, water accumulates
and then flows upward again until the basin corresponding to the local minimum is filled and a
local maximum is reached (which corresponds to a node in the component tree with multiple
child nodes). From there, water flows downward again to the next local minimum and fills the
corresponding basin. Eventually, the whole image landscape is flooded and the root node of the
component tree is reached. In this way, the algorithm processes each node of the component
tree beginning at a leaf node and ending at the root node containing the whole image (see Nistér
and Stewénius39 for implementation details). In this section, we describe the changes that are
required to adapt the algorithm for fastER (compare C++ source code files faster.h, faster.cpp
and faster_defs.h).

A.1.4.2 Handling of components
The algorithm from Nistér and Stewénius39 processes all nodes in the component tree without
ever calculating the whole tree: at most one branch of it is constructed at a time. The
corresponding components are stored in a stack with at most as many entries as there are
different graylevels in the image (plus one dummy component). Each entry corresponds to one
node in the component tree and thus one extremal region 𝑥 and, if available, its sub-regions 𝑥1
and 𝑥2 . After a component has been completely processed (i.e. after all its pixels have been
processed), it is either merged into its parent component (if pixels of the parent component have
already been processed) or it becomes the parent component (if no pixel of the parent
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component has been processed yet; see Nistér and Stewénius39 for details). We now describe
the information fastER stores for each component, how components are initialized and merged,
how new pixels are added to them and how they are processed after all their pixels have been
added.
Information stored in components. Unlike the original algorithm, fastER does not store a size
and seed history for nested extremal regions, but the following additional information:
sufficient statistics 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥) (with 𝑖 = 0, … ,11) for the extremal region 𝑥 corresponding to the
component; the merged segmentation results for all nested extremal regions corresponding to
child nodes of 𝑥 in the component tree that have been processes so far (i.e. a list with the seeds
of the extracted (sub-) regions) and their sum of scores; and, if 𝑥 has sub-regions 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 ,
sufficient statistics 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥1 ) and 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥2 ) for them and the bounding boxes 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 used to
distribute the remaining pixels of 𝑥 among them (see above).
Initializing components. To initialize a new (and thus empty) component, the sufficient
statistics for the corresponding extremal region 𝑥 are set to zero (i.e. 𝑠𝑖 = 0 for 𝑖 = 0, … ,11).
Initially, 𝑥 has no sub-regions.
Adding pixels to components. To add a new pixel 𝑝 ∈ 𝐷 to a component, the sufficient
statistics 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥) for the corresponding extremal region 𝑥 are updated. If 𝑥 has sub-regions 𝑥1 and
𝑥2 , the sub-region 𝑥𝑖 the pixel should be added to is selected (see above) and the corresponding
sufficient statistics are updated as well.
Let 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖′ denote the sufficient statistics for a (sub-) region before and after adding the new
pixel 𝑝, respectively. Updating the sufficient statistics is trivial for 𝑠0 to 𝑠7 :

𝑠0′ = 𝑠0 + 1
𝑠1′ = 𝑠1 + 𝐼(𝑝)
𝑠2′ = 𝑠2 + 𝐼(𝑝)2
𝑠3′ = 𝑠3 + 𝑝𝑥
𝑠4′ = 𝑠4 + 𝑝𝑦
𝑠5′ = 𝑠5 + 𝑝𝑥2
𝑠6′ = 𝑠6 + 𝑝𝑦2
𝑠7′ = 𝑠7 + 𝑝𝑥 𝑝𝑦

(A.3)

Updating 𝑠8 to 𝑠11 is more complicated, because the neighbouring pixels of 𝑝 have to be
considered. Let 𝑁(𝑝) denote the neighborhood of pixel 𝑝:

𝑁(𝑝) = {𝑞 ∈ 𝐷 | 𝑝𝐴𝑞}
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(A.4)

As before, let 𝐺(𝑥) denote all edges between pixels in 𝑥 and 𝐷\𝑥 (equation 1). Then, let
𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑥) and 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚 (𝑝, 𝑥) denote edges that have to be added to and removed from 𝐺(𝑥),
respectively, when adding pixel 𝑝 to 𝑥. For extremal region 𝑥, these can easily be calculated by
considering the gray level of each neighbouring pixel:

𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑥) = {(𝑝, 𝑞) | 𝑞 ∈ 𝑁(𝑝) ∧ 𝐼(𝑞) > 𝐼(𝑝)}
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚 (𝑝, 𝑥) = {(𝑞, 𝑝) | 𝑞 ∈ 𝑁(𝑝) ∧ 𝐼(𝑞) < 𝐼(𝑝)}

(A.5)

For a sub-region 𝑥𝑖 of extremal region 𝑥 (let 𝑗 denote the index of the other sub-region 𝑥𝑗 ), in
addition to the gray levels of the neighboring pixels, their distances to the bounding boxes 𝑏1
and 𝑏2 used for distributing the remaining pixels of 𝑥 (see above) among 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 have to be
considered to calculate 𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 ) (let 𝑑𝑖 (𝑝) denote the Manhattan distance of pixel 𝑝 to the
bounding box 𝑏𝑖 ):

𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 ) = {(𝑝, 𝑞) | 𝑞 ∈ 𝑁(𝑝) ∧ (𝐼(𝑞) > 𝐼(𝑝) ∨ 𝑑𝑗 (𝑞) < 𝑑𝑖 (𝑞))}

(A.6)

With this, 𝑠8 to 𝑠11 can be updated in 𝑂(1) as follows (assuming that the number of
neighbouring pixels is constant, i.e. that 𝑁(𝑝) can be enumerated in constant time):

𝑠8′ = 𝑠8 + |𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑 | − |𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚 |
𝑠9′ = 𝑠9 +

|𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)| −

∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑

′
𝑠10
= 𝑠10 +

∑

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚
2

(𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)) −

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑
′
𝑠11
= 𝑠11 +

∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑑

|𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞)|

∑

∑

2

(𝐼(𝑝) − 𝐼(𝑞))

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚

𝐼(𝑞) −

∑

𝐼(𝑞)

(𝑝,𝑞)∈𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑚

(A.7)

This guarantees that the sufficient statistics for an extremal region 𝑥 (and for its sub-regions 𝑥1
and 𝑥2 , if available) are correct once all pixels of 𝑥 have been processed. Assuming that the
neighbours 𝑁(𝑝) of a pixel 𝑝 can be enumerated in constant time, adding a pixel to a component
is in 𝒪(1).
Merging components. To merge a component corresponding to extremal region 𝑥 into its
parent component corresponding to extremal region 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥), the corresponding sufficient
statistics 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠̂𝑖 are added together:

𝑠̂𝑖′ = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑠̂𝑖 with 𝑖 = 0, … ,11
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(A.8)

Sub-regions are handled as follows:
-

-

-

If 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) has no sub-region yet:
o If 𝑥 has sub-regions, 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) takes them over
o Otherwise, 𝑥 becomes the first sub-region of 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥)
If 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) has exactly one sub-region so far:
o If 𝑥 has sub-regions or if the bounding boxes of 𝑥 and the other sub-region of
𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) overlap, 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) is not considered for splitting anymore
o Otherwise, 𝑥 becomes the second sub-region of 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥)
Otherwise: 𝑝𝑎𝑟(𝑥) is not considered for splitting anymore

Additionally, the segmentation results for extremal region 𝑥 are merged into the segmentation
results list of the parent component, and the corresponding sums of scores are added together.
All this can also be implemented to run in 𝒪(1).
Processing complete components. When all pixels of a component have been processed,
fastER extracts the features from the corresponding extremal region 𝑥 and calculates its score
𝑆(𝑥) (and does the same for its sub-regions, if available). Then it applies the recursive
segmentation formula (equation 2, main text). Unlike the original algorithm, it does not test for
stability. With the sufficient statistics, the features can be calculated in 𝒪(1), and therefore the
processing of a component is also in 𝒪(1). After that, the component is either merged into or
becomes the parent component (see above).

A.1.4.3 Runtime analysis
The algorithm from Nistér and Stewénius39 runs in 𝒪(𝑛𝑚), where 𝑛 is the number of pixels
and 𝑚 the number of possible graylevels in the image43. With the adaptions for fastER, the
operations to add a pixel to a component, merge two components, and process a component
each run in 𝒪(1) (see above). Since fastER does not perform any additional operations, the
overall complexity of the algorithm remains 𝒪(𝑛𝑚) after it has been adapted for fastER.
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A.2 Additional evaluation details
A.2.1 Generation of synthetic fluorescence images
The set of synthetic fluorescence images was created with SimuCell v1.051. In total, 20 images
(each with 1200x1200 pixels) were generated (10 for the training set and 10 for the test set). It
was specified that within 50 pixels of the image border no cells should be placed. In each image,
one subpopulation with 250 bigger cells (shape mode: “cytoplasm”, radius: 20, eccentricity:
0.7, randomness: 0.3) and one with 250 smaller cells (shape mode: “cytoplasm”, radius: 10,
eccentricity: 0.2, randomness: 0.2) were placed randomly without overlap. A constant (per cell)
marker level of on average 0.3 was used with the following standard deviations (for cell to cell
variability) for the ten images in both the training and the test set: 0.055, 0.060, 0.065, 0.070,
0.075, 0.080, 0.085, 0.090, 0.095, and 0.100. The “Distance_To_Edge_Marker_Gradient”
operation was used to make the graylevels of pixels within cells increase with their distance to
the cell edges (falloff_type: 'Exponential', increasing_or_decreasing: “increasing”,
falloff_radius: 4 and 2 for subpopulation 1 and 2, respectively). Then, a constant background
intensity of 0.2 and additive Gaussian noise (mean: 0, standard deviation: 0.1) were added to
each pixel. Finally, the graylevels were normalized from the range 0.0 to 1.0 to 8-bit integers,
i.e. values in [0, … , 255].

A.2.2 Parameters used for evaluation
In this section, we specify the processing steps and parameters that were used for each method
and dataset for the quantitative evaluation of segmentation quality (all datasets) and speed
(brightfield dataset only).

A.2.2.1 fastER
Our implementation of fastER always uses the same segmentation pipeline: images are first
denoised with bilateral filtering53 and then segmented with fastER. Then, after filling holes in
the detected objects, a size filter is applied to remove objects that are too small or too big. The
parameters for all these steps are learned automatically from the training labels - the user can
only choose between disabling, normal, and strong denoising (see below for details). As in the
main text, let 𝑃𝑖 (with 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑛) denote the set of positive labels (i.e. a set of regions labeled
as corresponding to single cells) for a training image 𝐼, and let 𝑙 and 𝑢 denote the size of the
smallest and biggest positive label, respectively: 𝑙 = min(|𝑃𝑖 |) and 𝑢 = max(|𝑃𝑖 |) for 𝑖 =
1, … , 𝑛. The size filter parameters 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 are then set to 70% and 130% of the
smallest and biggest label, respectively:

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ⌊0.7 ∗ 𝑙⌋
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ⌊1.3 ∗ 𝑢⌋,
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(A.9)

where ⌊∙⌋ denotes rounding down to the closest integer. To learn the parameters 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, and 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 of the bilateral filter, let 𝑑̂ denote the diameter of a perfect circle
with the same area as the smallest positive label:

𝑙
𝑑̂ = 2√
𝜋

(A.10)

The parameters 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 and 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 are then calculated using an affine
transformation of 𝑑̂ that we found to yield good results in most cases (a value of 10 is used as
minimum):

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 = ⌊𝑚𝑎𝑥(10, 4𝑑̂ − 10)⌋
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = ⌊𝑚𝑎𝑥(10, 4𝑑̂ − 10)⌋,
(A.11)
If strong denoising is enabled, 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 is doubled:

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 = ⌊2 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(10, 4𝑑̂ − 10)⌋

(A.12)

The kernel size is derived from 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, also using an affine transformation:

𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ⌊7 +

3
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ⌋
50

(A.13)

This pipeline was used for all datasets (with strong denoising in the fluorescence dataset) for
the quantitative evaluation. Therefore, to reproduce the segmentation results of fastER for the
evaluation, it suffices to import the corresponding training labels into fastER and enable strong
denoising for the fluorescence dataset. The files with the used training labels are included in
the supplementary data in the “Evaluation” folder. Note that even when using identical training
labels, very small variations of the segmentation results are possible due to random partitioning
of the training data by LIBSVM42 when estimating class probabilities during training. However,
the variations are generally very small and not strong enough to change the interpretation of the
evaluation results: we repeated training, segmentation and evaluation of fastER five times, and
in all datasets F-score, Jaccard index and merge error rate varied within a range of at most
0.4 %, 0.1 % and 0.07 %, respectively.
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A.2.2.2 CellProfiler
We used CellProfiler v2.1.148 for evaluation. For each dataset, a segmentation pipeline with
specific processing steps and parameters was created and tuned (using only the training set of
each dataset) to achieve best results. All analysis steps were performed in CellProfiler without
using external tools. For the brightfield and the phase contrast datasets,
CorrectIlluminationCalculate and CorrectIlluminationApply were used to correct uneven
illumination before segmentation. In the fluorescence dataset, Smooth was used to denoise
images with Gaussian blurring before segmentation. For complete details, refer to the
CellProfiler pipeline files included in the supplementary data in the “Evaluation” folder. In all
pipelines, after the specific pre-processing steps, cells were detected with
IdentifyPrimaryObjects using Watershedding54 to separate clumping cells. Then, the
segmentation results were refined with IdentifySecondaryObjects, also using Watershedding.
Finally, after filling holes in the detected objects, a size filter was applied with mostly identical
size limits as for fastER (i.e. with the ranges 14 to 1046, 10 to 494, and 50 to 1413 pixels for
the phase contrast, brightfield, and fluorescence dataset, respectively).

A.2.2.3 Ilastik
We used Ilastik v1.1.047 for evaluation. No additional pre-processing steps were used, because
Ilastik proved robust against uneven illumination and noise. For the phase contrast and the
fluorescence datasets, all features with all sizes were used. To improve segmentation speed for
the brightfield dataset, which was also used for evaluation of practical runtime, the largest
features (size: 10) were excluded, because they seemed not to improve segmentation. To
segment the images, a foreground and a background class were created and labels were added
to the training set of each dataset until segmentation did not improve anymore. The results were
then exported as Simple Segmentation. We post-processed the results by filling holes in the
detected objects and applying a size filter with mostly identical size limits as for fastER (i.e.
with the ranges 14 to 1046, 25 to 494, and 50 to 1413 pixels for the phase contrast, brightfield,
and fluorescence dataset, respectively). For more details (e.g. the used training labels), refer to
the Ilastik project files included in the supplementary data in the “Evaluation” folder.

A.2.2.4 CellDetect
We used CellDetect v1.035 for evaluation. Since the phase contrast dataset was already used by
the authors of CellDetect for its evaluation35, we directly used their provided classifier and
parameters to segment this dataset. The only additional post-processing step we performed for
this dataset was filling of holes in detected objects. For the fluorescence dataset, images were
first denoised with Gaussian blurring (kernel size: 9x9, standard deviation: 3) using Matlab
(www.mathworks.com), because segmentation of the raw images was not possible. The
centroids of all cells in one image of the brightfield and one of the fluorescence training set
were completely labeled to train one classifier for each dataset (compare image and
“wStruct_alpha_0.mat”
files
in
the
“Evaluation/DatasetFL_Fluorescence_
Synthetic/CellDetect” and “Evaluation/DatasetBF_BrightField_ MurineHSCs/CellDetect”
folders included in the supplementary data). The size limits used by the CellDetect
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implementation were set to similar values as for fastER (i.e. 25 to 494, and 50 to 1413 pixels
for the brightfield and fluorescence dataset, respectively). In these datasets, holes in the detected
objects were filled, too.

A.2.2.5 CellX
We used CellX v1.1249,50 for evaluation. Like for CellDetect (see above), the images of the
fluorescence dataset were denoised with Gaussian blurring (kernel size: 9x9, standard
deviation: 3) using Matlab before seeding and segmentation. For the phase contrast and
fluorescence datasets, we selected the CellX option to pre-process images with contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) for segmentation and seeding. In the brightfield
dataset, CLAHE was also used, but only for segmentation. In the brightfield dataset, results
were post-processed by filling holes and applying a size filter (range: 5 to 494 pixels). For the
other datasets, post-processing was not necessary. For more details, refer to the CellX project
files included in the supplementary data in the “Evaluation” folder.

A.2.2.6 U-Net
We evaluated the 2D U-Net45 using the extended version of the Caffe library75 included with
the 3D U-Net46. It contains custom layers for the data augmentation that is required also by the
2D U-Net to generate sufficient training data, and it supports learning from sparse annotations
(i.e. not every pixel has to be labelled in each training image). The library was compiled from
source, and the 2D U-Net network structure prototxt file was upgraded so it could be parsed by
the Caffe version used by the 3D U-Net. We then incorporated the 'CreateDeformation' and
'ApplyDeformation' layers included with the 3D U-Net to augment training data with random
elastic deformations, mirroring, rotations and offsets. The sizes of the extracted image patches
were set to 588 x 588, 572 x 572 and 348 x 1100 (height x width) pixels for datasets FL, PC
and BF, respectively. Thus, in the lowest resolution the resulting networks contained 33 x 33,
32 x 32 and 18 x 65 pixels. Bigger image patches could be extracted from the images in datasets
FL and BF, but this was not possible without running out of memory (using the GeForce GTX
1080, 8 GB). The high width was chosen for dataset BF, because its images contain a strong
gradient of illumination and cell density along the x-axis. Due to the high width, each extracted
image patch thus contained areas with low and high illumination as well as low and high cell
densities. Additionally, for dataset BF dropout layers were disabled, and input image data was
centred by subtracting the mean image intensity from each pixel. This seemed to improve
results strongly for this dataset. The elastic deformation parameters were tuned for each dataset
so that deformations were noticeable, but the images still looked realistic. For datasets PC and
FL, grey level variations were induced using the ‘ValueAugmentation’ layer included with the
3D U-Net. This was not done for dataset BF, because the layer seems to be incompatible with
centred input data. However, the training data for this dataset already contains strong grey level
variations.
A custom Matlab script was used to convert pixel values to single precision floating point
numbers between 0 and 1; to normalize the pixel values for dataset BF; to add separating pixels
between adjacent cells as described in Ronneberger et al.45 (this was only required for dataset
FL); to calculate weight maps as described in Ronneberger et al.45 to force the network to learn
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correct classification of pixels separating adjacent cells (i.e. to avoid merge errors); and to save
the resulting training data in the required HDF5 format. The parameter 𝑤0 for the weight map
generation was set to 10 as in Ronneberger et al.45 for datasets FL and BF, and to 20 for dataset
PC due to the very large number of merge errors produced for this dataset when using 𝑤0 =
10. The number of merge errors was still comparably high, but further increasing 𝑤0 did not
seem to improve this. The 𝜎 parameter was set to 5 as in Ronneberger et al.45 for all datasets.
Inverse class frequencies were used for the parameter 𝑤𝑐 (𝑥).
For dataset FL, the complete training set, including labels for all pixels, was used for training.
For datasets PC and BF, sparse training labels were generated with a modified version of the
fastER interface using manual labelling only. This was done in several iterations for each
dataset (i.e. labels were used for training and segmentation of the training data, and new labels
were then added according to encountered segmentation errors).
After training a classifier for each dataset, images were segmented using the segmentation script
included with the 2D U-Net using the lowest possible value for the nTiles parameter without
causing an out of memory error (i.e. 7, 1 and 8 for datasets FL, PC and BF, respectively). The
script was adjusted to include the image normalization performed for dataset BF.
Segmentation results were post-processed for datasets PC and BF by filling holes and applying
a size filter afterwards using the same size limits as for fastER (i.e. with the ranges 14 to 1046
and 25 to 494 pixels for the PC and BF dataset, respectively). No post-processing was required
for dataset FL.
For more details (i.e. the network prototxt files, the used training labels and the used solver
parameters), refer to the files included in the supplementary data in the “Evaluation” folder.
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A.3 Population dynamics of in-vitro blood formation
The raw data of the long-term time-lapse imaging experiment we used for the analysis of
population dynamics of in-vitro blood formation as well as the training labels that were used
for fastER are available on request. In the beginning, the experiment contains only about 250
cells, which are very small (i.e. only about 30 pixels per cell) and distributed over 48 positions
with in total almost 70 million pixels. This small number of cells and the presence of dead cells
as well as other debris with similar morphologies as living cells causes a high false-positive rate
in the beginning of the experiment: we estimate that at the first time point around 304 detections
(i.e. 52 %) are false positives. However, the total number of false positives remains relatively
constant over time, because they are mostly caused by the same dead cells and debris rather
than occurring randomly. Therefore, we subtracted 304 of the number of detections at each time
point to correct for false positives and thus obtain an unbiased estimate for the actual cell counts.
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A.4 Supplementary figures

Supplementary Fig. A.1. Acquiring transmitted light microscopy images slightly out-of-focus
facilitates automatic cell segmentation with extremal regions (ERs). Patches of brightfield
microscopy images of murine blood cells acquired with different focus levels (top row) are shown with
best matching ERs (middle row) and maximally stable extremal regions (MSER, bottom row), if
available (a custom C++ implementation of the linear time MSER algorithm described in Nistér and
Stewénius39 was used with the parameters: delta=3, maxVariation=0.25). (A) When acquired in-focus,
cells have low and varying contrast (especially, when they are big and complexly shaped) and fit only
poorly to extremal regions. (B-G) As images are acquired more and more out-of-focus, contrast
improves and cells appear as homogeneous regions that are brighter than background, thus enabling
segmentation with ERs. However, only cells with high contrast can be accurately segmented using
MSER. (H) When acquired too much out-of-focus, morphological details disappear, thus decreasing
segmentation accuracy. Images were denoised with bilateral filtering53 before extracting ERs and
MSER, and holes in found regions were filled. Contrast of all images was enhanced for display only.
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Supplementary Fig. A.2. Extracting a set of extremal regions with maximal average score avoids
over-segmentation errors. One image (an image patch with 55 x 55 pixels is shown) from the test set
of dataset BF (A) was segmented with a modified version of fastER that extracts a solution with maximal
sum of scores (B) and with the original version of fastER that extract a solution with maximal average
score (C) using identical training labels and parameters. The example illustrates that extracting a
solution with maximal sum of scores can indeed cause over-segmentation errors. Splitting of extremal
regions was disabled in both segmentation runs. Contrast was enhanced for display only.
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A.5 Supplementary movies
Supplementary Movie 1. Interactive learning with fastER. The high training and segmentation
efficiency of fastER allows showing segmentation results in real-time as the user labels cells and
background for training, thus facilitating efficient and effective adaption of the method to specific image
sets.
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Appendix B:
Supplementary material to chapter 3
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B.1 Supplementary notes
Footnotes for Table 3.1.
1) Not supported by all plugins: ImageJ can handle data too large to fit in memory using
virtual stacks, but this limits functionality
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/docs/guide/146-8.html, accessed on January 12,
2016) – e.g. tracking cells with the “TrackMate” plugin (v2.8.1,
http://fiji.sc/TrackMate, accessed on January 12, 2016) causes loading of all
images into memory
2) No graphical experiment overview that shows all fields of view and allows selection
of relevant parts for analysis
3) No synchronous display of different imaging channels and fields of view
4) Compare Supplementary Fig. B.1a, c
5) Overlapping fields of view have to be stitched or tiled together first, but this can result
in very large images that are difficult to handle (e.g. one frame of the input data shown
in Fig. 3.1b would have about 23 million pixels after stitching or tiling)
6) No image stitching or tiling is required: positions can be processed individually, and
neighboring positions can be opened with one click during manual tracking or error
correction
7) The “MTrackJ” plugin (v1.5.4, http://www.imagescience.org/meijering/
software/mtrackj/, accessed on January 12, 2016) supports import, inspection and
correction of tracks, but annotation of cell divisions to create full lineage trees is not
supported
8) Normalization methods exist (e.g. rolling ball algorithm), but these were not validated,
e.g. by comparison to established fluorescence quantification techniques like flow
cytometry
9) No feature to efficiently find quantification outliers and inspect and correct
corresponding segmentation
10) Cell lineage trees can be visualized with fluorescent reporter time courses
(Supplementary Fig. B.3a, b), and one click is required to load the cell segmentation
corresponding to a quantification for inspection and correction (Supplementary Fig.
B.3c); quantification outliers can also be detected automatically and, if desired, be
excluded from the analysis
11) Different plugins have to be used for individual analysis steps, but there is no straightforward way to e.g. use the segmentation from a different plugin to track cells with
“TrackMate”
12) There is no straight-forward way to quantify fluorescent marker signals of manually
tracked cells
13) The user has to select algorithms for segmentation and/or tracking and tune their
parameters – this is not possible without knowing different segmentation/tracking
algorithms and how to tune their parameters
14) The included segmentation algorithm is limited to phase contrast images of neural
stem cells (http://bioimage.coe.drexel.edu/info/?page_id=625 , accessed on
January 12, 2016), and to use a different segmentation method, the source code has to
be changed
15) Manual tracking is possible, but not efficient (every cell in every frame has to be
clicked individually or the next frame has to be selected manually) – tested plugins for
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ImageJ: “Manual Tracking” v2.1.0 (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/
track/track.html, accessed on January 12, 2016), “MTrackJ” and manual tracking
mode of “TrackMate”; tested plugins for Icy: “Manual Tracking”
(http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/plugin/Manual_Tracking , accessed on
January 12, 2016)
16) Fully manual cell tracking is not supported
Culture and viral transduction of reporter mESC lines. Mouse ESCs were cultured as
described in52. To generate mouse ESCs stably expressing a fluorescent nuclear marker
(mCHERRYnucmem) in the form of the mCHERRY fluorescent protein N-terminally fused to
a nuclear membrane localization sequence76, they were lentivirally infected at 100 MOI for 48
hours with a SFFV promoter driven mCHERRYnucmem overexpression virus.
mCHERRYnucmem expressing mESCs were subsequently purified by FACS sorting.
Time-lapse imaging. Imaging of ESCs was conducted on 96 well µ-slides (Catalog number:
89621, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss,
Munich, Germany), CoolLED multi-channel LED light engine (Coolled, Andover, UK) and
Zeiss AxioVision 4.5 microscope control software. An AxioCamHRm camera (at 1388x1040
pixel resolution) with a 10x FLUAR objective was used for imaging (Zeiss, Germany). Prior to
imaging, plate wells were coated with Recombinant Mouse E-Cadherin Fc Chimera, CF
(20ug/ml, Catalog number: 748-EC-050, R&D Systems, USA) for 24 hours at 4C. After cell
seeding, plates were sealed with adhesive tape (Beiersdorf, Hamburg, Germany) and gassed on
the microscope stage with 5% CO2 and 5%O2 using a custom-made continuous gas delivery
lid system. Images were acquired on live cells at 2 milliseconds in brightfield and 1000
milliseconds for the VENUS channel using a 46HE filter for both (Catalog number:
4890489046-9901-00046-9901-000, Zeiss, Germany) and 1000 milliseconds for the
mCHERRY channel using an mCHERRY filter (Catalog number: F36-508, AHF, Germany).
Continuous time-lapse imaging of mESCs was performed over 4 days at 30 minute intervals.
Cell tracking with tTt. Single-cell tracking was performed using the program tTt on Fujitsu
Celsius workstations with 48 GB of RAM, dual-core CPU and Windows 64-bit operating
systems. All individual frames of time-lapse acquisitions were saved using lossless
compression and separately for each channel to maintain highest image quality. For display,
image contrast was manually enhanced for optimal recognition of relevant cellular features
separately for each channel. Individual cells were observed and tracked manually evaluating
every time point. All cell tracking was done manually; the current analysis does not rely on data
generated by a computer algorithm for automated tracking. Only cells with unequivocal identity
that could clearly be identified when evaluating the movie were used for analysis.
Fluorescence image normalization. As described previously62 we assume that a raw
fluorescence image 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) (Supplementary Fig. B.2a) with spatial coordinates 𝑥 at time point
𝑡 to consist of (i) a cellular signal 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡), (ii) an evenly distributed background 𝑏(𝑡) originating
from auto fluorescence in the medium which can vary over time (e.g. due to photo bleaching
effects), (iii) a time-independent gain function 𝑔(𝑥) defined as amount of molecule per
intensity, which acts on all fluorescence signals due to uneven illumination or optical effects,
and (iv) a camera offset 𝑜(𝑥) which is constant over time: 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑔(𝑥) + 𝑏(𝑡)𝑔(𝑥) +
𝑜(𝑥).
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Solving for the cellular signal (Supplementary Fig. B.2f), we get:

𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡) =

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝑏(𝑡)𝑔(𝑥) − 𝑜(𝑥)
𝑔(𝑥)

We estimate the space and time dependent background 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑏(𝑡)𝑔(𝑥) + 𝑜(𝑥) for every
image independently. First, we subdivide the raw image 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) into 30x30 pixel tiles with a 15
pixel overlap. Next, we separate tiles containing cellular signal from tiles containing
background signal only. For each tile we calculate 5 features based on the pixel intensity
distribution (standard deviation, coefficient of variation, skewness, kurtosis, and ratio of
maximal and minimal pixel intensity). Depending on the image characteristics the tile features
used for clustering have to be carefully selected by the user. These features are used for a density
based clustering77, where the densest cluster contains background tiles only. Considering
background tiles only gives rise to a sparse and non-regular grid (see Supplementary Fig. B.2b).
A two-dimensional natural neighbor interpolation and a linear extrapolation are applied to the
grid to reconstruct the space and time dependent background 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) (compare Supplementary
Fig. B.2c).
To delineate the gain 𝑔(𝑥) (Supplementary Fig. B.2e) we linearly fit the pixel intensity of the
space and time dependent background averaged over all pixels, 𝐵̅ (𝑡), against the actual intensity
of the pixel x over all time points (see Supplementary Fig. B.2d). Since background levels
change over time we get an estimate for the relative background gain per intensity for every
pixel 𝑔′(𝑥), which is proportional to 𝑔(𝑥). Background images and gain functions have to be
precalculated to allow on-the-fly normalization in qTfy.
Segmentation in qTfy. Cell segmentation is performed on 50x50 pixel subimages centered on
the tTt trackpoints. We use Otsu’s thresholding78 combined with a watershedding algorithm
(adapted from CellProfiler48) to split clumped objects. Both methods provide a good overall
performance, have low runtimes (~250ms per subimage) and parameters are intuitively and
easily tunable, guaranteeing a real-time experience for the user. Segmentation parameters can
be intuitively corrected in the qTfy GUI for falsely segmented objects. The object closest to the
manual track point is automatically segmented. We sum up all normalized pixel intensities
within the segmentation boundaries and thus obtain the tracked cell’s absolute intensity. In the
latest version of qTfy, Otsu’s thresholding has been replaced with Maximum Entropy Split
Thresholding79 (adapted from the ImageJ63 plugin “Maximum Entropy Threshold”,
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/entropy.html , accessed on January 27, 2016).
Negative gate determination from in silico background cells. To determine a negative gate
in fluorescence imaging we simulated in silico background cells as follows: (i) We estimated
the distribution of cell areas from manually inspected ES cells based on mCHERRYnucmem
cell segmentation (Supplementary Fig. B.6a). (ii) We randomly chose a cell size from the
estimated area distribution and summed up the according number of randomly chosen
background pixel from a movie-specific distribution of normalized background pixel intensities
(Supplementary Fig. B.6b). Background pixels were chosen from 10 different positions at time
points spanning the whole movie. We thus calculated the intensity of one background cell. (iii)
We repeated (i) and (ii) for 100,000 background cells, resulting in an intensity distribution of
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in silico background cells. The 99% quantile of this distribution is defined as the negative gate
(Supplementary Fig. B.6c). Note that for every movie this negative gate has to be calculated
separately due to varying background pixel distributions.
To validate our in silico approach, we segmented and quantified mCHERRYnucmem
transfected control ESCs and found comparable 99% quantiles (Supplementary Fig. B.6c).
Similarly, we found comparable negative gates for C57Bl/6 Megakaryocyte-Erythrocyte
progenitors and in silico background cells (data not shown).
Comparison to flow cytometry. We quantified NanogVENUS expression in individual
randomly selected cells from a knock-in embryonic stem cell line using a separate
mCHERRYnucmem imaging channel for segmentation (Supplementary Fig. B.5a, compare 22).
The obtained normalized NanogVENUS distribution from imaging was compared to a
reference distribution obtained with flow cytometry of the same cell population (Supplementary
Fig. B.5b). To determine the sensitivity (i.e. the percentage of cells above the negative gate) of
quantification by imaging, a negative gate was estimated using in silico simulated control cells
(Supplementary Fig. B.6). This analysis was repeated with three experiments. The sensitivity
(Supplementary Fig. B.5c) is comparable (94.9 ± 3.8% for imaging and 86.8 ± 10.1% for flow
cytometry, n=3).
Additionally, we segmented individual ESCs using a DAPI fluorescence imaging channel.
Segmentations were used to quantify normalized NanogVENUS fluorescence and, for
comparison, non-normalized NanogVENUS fluorescence resulting in two single-cell
expression distributions. After standardizing every distribution to have the same mean (by
dividing it by its individual mean), we calculated the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distances
between the normalized and non-normalized distributions to a standardized NanogVENUS
reference distribution obtained by flow cytometry. This was repeated using three experiments
(Supplementary Fig. B.7). The normalized intensity distributions obtained with imaging
compare well to the reference distributions obtained with flow cytometry: their overlap with
the reference distributions is significantly higher compared to the non-normalized intensity
distributions (paired t-test of the KS distances, p-value < 0.02, n=3).
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B.2 Supplementary tables
Supplementary Table B.1. tTt Features. New features are shown bold.
Manual cell tracking and tree annotation:
- Simultaneously open and work on multiple cell lineage trees
- Track cells in varying imaging channels and fields of view (=positions)
- Automatic display of consecutive images during tracking at a high frame-rate
keeping zoom and display settings (e.g. contrast enhancement)
- Save and open cell lineage trees in binary format:
o Storage of tree information without redundancies
o Small file size
o Fast reading and processing of files
o Storage of arbitrary symbols associated with tree
- Addition of cell annotations during or after tracking:
o Fluorescence marker signal onset
o Cell fate (death, division, lost)
o Differentiation status, including a selection of more than 35 pre-defined
cell types
o Adherence status
o Endomitosis
o Arbitrary comments
o Additional user-defined fields
- Delete or change parts of already tracked lineage trees
- Automatic selection of last image in which cell was tracked and centering on
last position of cell when continuing tracking (or first if in backward tracking
mode)
- Background tracking for normalization of fluorescence signals
- Track cells over multiple overlapping positions:
o Possibility to open an arbitrary number of positions at the same time
o Synchronous display of positions in separate windows
o One-click opening of adjacent positions:
▪ No tracking interruption
▪ Automatic loading of images from the channel used for tracking
in the new position
▪ Optionally takeover display settings from previous position
- Track cells forward and backward in time
- Convenient selection of cell annotations from within the tracking window
- Option to selectively inherit annotations from mother cell when tracking
daughter cells
- Changelog in generated lineage trees to see who edited trees and when
- Option to display only every n-th frame during tracking to increase speed
- Possibility to mark lineage trees as finished
Inspection and correction of existing cell lineage trees (e.g. from auto-tracking):
- Graphically select existing trees to load in experiment overview
- Highly efficient and user-friendly error correction – only one click required to:
o Swap cell with its nearest neighbor to correct tracking errors
o Change or remove cell fate, e.g. to correct wrongly detected cell division
o Cut cell lineage tree in two at the current time point and selected cell
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o Use manual tracking (e.g. to fill gaps or correct track point positions in
imported cell lineage trees)
Integration of tracking correction interfaces with manual cell tracking:
o Manual tracking can be started any time by pressing a tracking key
o Nearby trees are projected on the image data and can be appended to
the currently edited tree with one click
Error correction assistant:
o If existing trees contain confidence levels or scores, an assistant can be
used to navigate among parts of tracked trees with low confidence
o Inspected and corrected parts are marked as accepted and are not
considered anymore by the assistant
o Automatic loading of relevant image data when jumping to next part of
tree with low confidence
Select existing trees to inspect and correct from tabular overview
Assistant to automatically connect existing tree fragments, including the
possibility to graphically select maximal cell movement per time point based on
global cell movement histogram

Display:
Time-lapse imaging data:
- Display an arbitrary selection of imaging channels in a customizable grid-layout
- Possibility to overlay images from different channels using different colors for each
channel
- Optionally display track marks of all lineage trees ever tracked in the
experiment
- Convenient and fast navigation through all loaded images using either slider
controls or keyboard shortcuts
- Image display settings:
o Apply linear transformations on the pixel intensities for optimal brightness
and contrast without changing original data
o Add colors e.g. to overlay fluorescence signals with different colors
o Change pixel intensity transformation with an interactive GUI using the
mouse
o Possibility to copy all display settings from a position/channel and apply
to another position/channel
- Possibility to automatically play parts of experiments in an endless loop at a specific
frame rate
- Possibility to associate and display various symbols with specific cells from
lineage trees over arbitrary temporal ranges
- Possibility to scroll through z-stacks if available
- Display images with free zoom and interactive navigation
- Possibility to individually specify for each position and channel if track marks
and channel numbers or descriptions should be displayed
- In case of asynchronous acquisition of different channels display the most
recent images of other channels in parallel to main channel with optional outof-sync indicator
Cell pedigrees (trees):
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Display of current cell lineage tree including timescale with image acquisition times
Display of all cell annotations (see tracking section) in lineage tree
Position history of cells: display when a cell was in which position of the
experiment
Selection of cells with specific cell fates
Display of basic statistics about current position, tree and selected cell
Visualization of cell speeds
Display of tree with arbitrary zoom
Shortcuts to open the previous or next tree starting in the currently selected
position

Experiment overview:
- Display of complete experiment with free zoom and navigation at full
resolution using an arbitrary time point and channel
- Optional projection of position numbers and boundaries on experiment
overview including indicators if images are loaded and display of the number
of tracked trees starting in each position
- Conveniently open positions by double clicking on them in experiment
overview
- Display of position meta-information as tooltips in experiment overview
- Display of all available experiment and image meta-information
Export:
- Export visualizations of lineage trees including all annotations
- Export trees in csv format for easy import and processing (e.g. in R or Matlab)
with additional information such as fluorescence signal intensities, image
acquisition times and cell fates
- Export various statistical data in csv format including cell division intervals,
division times, apoptosis times, cell speed, cell counts and fluorescence signals
- “Special movie export” to export images and track marks with varying zoom
settings and image locations
- Video export of experiment images and track marks:
o Easy to use GUI for export
o Export images of an arbitrary range of time points and an arbitrary set
of channels
o Support of various export formats with arbitrary image quality
o Optional automatic encoding into mpeg4v2 movies using arbitrary
frame and bit rates
o Optionally repeat specific frames to pause movie automatically for a
certain amount of time
o Optional display of additional information such as the passed real time
o Optionally center on current cell in each frame
o Various possibilities to display track marks
o Possibility to cancel export at any time
o Destination folder can automatically be opened in Windows Explorer
after export
o All used export settings (including color transformation) are
automatically saved too and can later be imported to repeat exports
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Export of graphical cell division overview including image patches of mother
and daughter cells with arbitrary sizes from an arbitrary set of channels in an
arbitrary range of time points before and after the division

Data handling:
- Support for various image file formats (jpg, png, tif, bmp)
- Conveniently select images from different channels and timepoints for loading
using arbitrary intervals
- Interactive selection of images to load in timescale
- Automatic warning when loading too many images to avoid out-of-memory errors
and program crashes
- Possibility to load all images used in a lineage tree with one click
- Tool for merging of two lineage trees
- Support for opening lineage trees saved in old formats
- Default folder structure to save trees and exported data on a NAS drive in different
subfolders depending on experiment name and date
- Support for up to 100 different imaging channels and up to 9999 different
spatial positions
- Support for up to 1000 z-stack images per position, time point and channel
- Conveniently select images from different positions, channels and time points
for loading or unloading using arbitrary temporal intervals
- Accelerated loading of images in the background through using all available
cores for image decompression and fast image library (libjpeg-turbo) with
SIMD extensions
- Button to instantly unload all images with one click
- Tool to convert all lineage trees in a folder into the latest tree file format
Other:
- Support for different users
o Annotation of current user in file names of trees and exported data
o Permanently store settings specifically for each user
o Add or remove users at program startup
- Windows Installer package:
o Easy installation, upgrading and removal of tTt with an intuitive
installer GUI
o Prevent users from accidentally installing 32-bit versions in 64-bit
operating systems to ensure availability of complete RAM
o Windows Installer ensures that tTt is either installed completely or
leaves the computer unchanged if a problem occurs during installation
o Integration into the “Add or remove programs” feature of Windows
including possibility to automatically repair damaged installations
- Statistics window:
o Statistics about an arbitrary set of cells from an arbitrary set of trees
o Possibility to filter by cell generation, cell type annotation and more
o Export of statistics into .csv file
- Movie explorer: show meta information of all experiments within a folder in a
table with sorting and full-text search functionality
- Support for different ocular TV adapter magnification factors
- Changelog window to inform users about changes in new versions
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Automatic generation of log file for easier bug hunting and resolution of
problems
Conversion of image meta xml files to binary files for optimal performance
including support and reliable automatic detection of 9 different acquisition
date formats
Integration of qTfy for advanced quantification of fluorescence signal
intensities

Supplementary Table B.2. qTfy Features.
Tracking:
- Every track point can individually be corrected and adjusted
- Support for binary tTt format
- Additional tTt annotations are supported
Segmentation and quantification:
- Individual background correction for every image
- Support for three different normalization methods
o Background subtraction
o Background division
o Gain normalization
- Cell segmentation based on fluorescence signal
o Entropy split thresholding based on local intensity distribution combined
with watershedding
o Semi-automatic magic wand segmentation based on flood filling (OpenCV
library)
o Freehand drawing
- Cell feature extraction
o Sum of pixel intensities
o Average of pixel intensities
o Standard deviation of pixel intensities
o Coefficient of variation of pixel intensities
o Segmentation images are updated with corrected cell contours to enable
further processing with external tools/scripts if desired
- Every individual segmentation can be adjusted by an easy-to-use GUI
- Every individual segmentation can be changed to any other supported segmentation
method (such as freehand or magic wand)
- Every track point can be marked as inspected or in-/active for easy filtering in
further analysis steps
- Segmentation can be performed on one channel (e.g. containing a nuclear
membrane marker) and corresponding quantification can be done on several other
channels (e.g. containing the labeled protein of interest)
- Combinatorial quantifications possible (i.e. multiple detection channels with
multiple quantification channels)
- Segmentation images produced by a different method can be used to override the
qTfy default segmentation
Display:
qTfy Editor:
- Every genealogy is displayed with its corresponding quantifications
- Plotting of cells and subtrees can easily be de-/selected
- Customizable color schemes
- Colorblind friendly
- Multiple quantification parameters can easily be de-/selected for plotting
- Every track point on every wavelength can be chosen for further cell inspection in
the Segmentation Editor
- Display settings such as y-, x- axis limits can be adjusted
- Additional filters can be set to show only active track points
- Additional cell annotations from tTt are shown
- Outlier detection based on distance of data point from penalized cubic regression
spline that smooths the original quantification line.
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Automatic inactivation of all outliers

Segmentation editor:
- Cell segmentation can be inspected and adjusted in this view
- Keyboard shortcuts for all common commands are available
- Multiple channel views visible including segmentation view that displays output
image
- Complete synchronization between different channel views (zooming, centering,
cell contour plotting)
- Adjustable interface that comprises of dock windows
- For every channel an individual contrast adjustment can be specified
- A timeline visualizes the amount of inspected and active or deleted time points of
the selected cell
- Two modes for cell segmentation correction: magic wand and freehand
- Complete synchronization with qTfy editor
Export functionality:
- Export of quantifications into csv format
- Export of all loaded trees as png images
- Export of all quantified attributes as heattree images
Other:
- “Need a hint?” help available in key points of the interface
- Message logs for constant feedback to the user
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B.3 Supplementary figures

Supplementary Fig. B.1. tTt graphical user interface and data visualization. (a) Part of
experiment overview showing different overlapping fields of view (=positions), each with a
resolution of 1388x1040 pixels. The selected position is highlighted in red and the number of
tracked colonies starting in each position is shown in square brackets. (b) Selection of images
for loading by time or imaging channel. Images of fluorescence channels are highlighted with
colors. (c) Synchronous display of different imaging channels for inspection and cell tracking.
Display of bright field image data (OV) includes colored overlay of signals from fluorescence
channels (1,2). Circles indicate already tracked cells. Any set of imaging channels can be
displayed in an arbitrary layout, and display settings such as color transformations can be set
individually for each channel. (d) Controls for adjustment of image display, pedigree editing
and statistics. (e) Example cellular pedigree. Colors qualitatively visualize cell adherence status
and fluorescence in different channels for each timepoint. Cell death and loss of cell events are
indicated by ‘X’ and ‘?’ symbols respectively. A mESC pedigree is shown, but cell adherence
and fluorescence properties were arbitrarily changed to illustrate multi-channel display
possibilities of tTt.
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Supplementary Fig. B.2. Accurate fluorescence image normalization is applied to achieve
comparable cellular signal throughout the whole movie. The background signal (c), which
can vary over time, is estimated independently for each raw image (a) by filtering out cellular
signal (b) and will be subtracted from its raw image. A final division by the time-independent
gain function (e) derived by linear regression of actual pixel intensity and mean fluorescence
over time (d) calibrates every pixel to a comparable level (f).
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Supplementary Fig. B.3. qTfy graphical user interface and data visualization. (a) The
standard visualization shows a tracked tree quantified with qTfy. (b) An additional context
menu allows to change the appearance of every trajectory allowing to highlight specific cells
of interest. Here, cells without fluorescence expression are highlighted in black, and cells
switching on fluorescence are represented in red. (c) The Segmentation editor of qTfy allows
to inspect and adjust the segmentation parameters or even draw cell outlines by hand. (d) The
heat tree plot of qTfy provides additional possibilities for visualization and exploration of the
quantified data. Here, the absolute intensities of the trajectories are plotted (color scheme from
yellow/low to red/high intensity).
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Supplementary Fig. B.4. Large-scale single-cell fluorescence quantification requires
efficient computer assisted inspection and correction of automated segmentation results.
(a) Cell quantification based on non-normalized data will fail because of frequent missegmentation. (b) After normalization, an automatic segmentation approach might still fail (e.g.
segmentation of the wrong object at 22h) but general trends will be visible. (c) After manual
inspection of the data, accurate protein dynamics are observed.
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Supplementary Fig. B.5. Fluorescence quantification by imaging versus flow cytometry.
(a) VENUS quantification of NanogVENUS expressing ESCs by imaging (n=3, one
representative shown, number of cells = 193, 1980 and 532). Negative gate was determined by
in silico background cells (number of cells = 10000 each, see Supplementary Information B.1
and Supplementary Fig. B.6). (b) VENUS quantification by flow cytometry of same cell
population (n=3, one representative shown, number of cells = 21285, 16500 and 8187).
Negative gate determined by VENUS negative control ESCs (number of cells = 6351, 27135
and 8918). (c) Sensitivity (% of detected cells above the negative gate) is comparable between
approaches (n=3 each).
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Supplementary Fig. B.6. In silico background cells provide a reliable negative gate
estimation. (a) Cell areas of manually corrected cell segmentations of ESCs are used as
reference distribution for in silico background cells (n=1,440). (b) Manually selected
normalized background pixels show an intensity distribution centered on zero (n=220,057). (c)
The distribution of in silico background cells can be referred as the amount of intensity which
can be quantified in a control cell without any fluorescent labels. The 99% quantile is used as
the negative gate (vertical line). Every signal above this line is regarded as cellular signal.
Quantification of R1 control ESCs (without VENUS expression) based on mCHERRYnucmem
segmentation leads to a similar negative gate (n=1513).
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Supplementary Fig. B.7. Comparison of non-normalized (dashed line) and normalized (black
solid line) fluorescence intensity distributions quantified by imaging to a reference distribution
quantified with flow cytometry (red solid line, n=8846). Every distribution has been
standardized by dividing it by its mean, so all have the same mean equal to one. The comparison
was repeated using three experiments (a: n=342, b: n=257, c: n=583).
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B.4 Supplementary videos
Supplementary Video B.1. tTt enables efficient manual cell tracking as well as inspection
and correction of existing tracked cell lineage trees (e.g. from auto-tracking programs).
Cells of a mESC colony were tracked by using fully manual tracking and by correcting existing
trees.
Supplementary Video B.2. Background estimation can be used to get correctly normalized
fluorescence images. A time-series of 59 time points shows raw PU.1eYFP fluorescence
images (left) containing GMPs. The corresponding estimated background images (middle) are
used for the gain estimation and the combination of both results in normalized images with
background pixels distributing around zero (right). Spikes originate from cellular signal.
Supplementary Video B.3. Long-term single-cell tracking and quantification of a single
mESC colony. Brightfield, NanogVENUS and mCHERRYnucmem images were obtained
every 30 minutes. Cells were tracked manually using tTt resulting in genealogies spanning over
100 hours and 9 generations. Uneven illuminations in fluorescence images were normalized
and cellular NanogVENUS intensities were quantified using segmentation based on
mCHERRYnucmem signal with qTfy. Two arbitrarily chosen cells are highlighted in red and
blue illustrating the generation of heterogeneous NanogVENUS expression in a colony derived
from a single founder cell with low NanogVENUS expression.
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Appendix C:
Supplementary material to chapter 4
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C.1 Tree file format
C.1.1 Overview
The tree format and the included APIs allow to create, read, write and modify cell lineage tree
files generated from time-lapse microscopy data with C++, Java and Matlab
(www.mathworks.com). Here, version 0.0.5 of the file format is described.
A cell lineage tree contains the 2D or 3D coordinates of each cell in each frame in which it was
tracked (track-points) using pixel or micrometer coordinates. In addition, arbitrary
quantification data like cellular morphologies or fluorescence intensities can be associated with
individual track-points, cells or the whole tree. Multiple sets of quantification data can be
defined to, for example, store quantifications generated with different settings or tools.

C.1.2 Referencing imaging data
Since the track-points contain the coordinates of each cell in each frame where it was tracked,
individual frames in the imaging data need to be referenced somehow when storing cell lineage
trees. One way to do this could be to include with each track-point the filename of the frame
where it was set in. However, this would be highly redundant and thus unnecessarily increase
the sizes of lineage tree files. In addition, this would impose restrictions on how experimental
imaging data is stored (i.e. in individual image files rather than in e.g. TIFF stacks or a
database).
Instead, we therefore only require that each frame can be uniquely identified by an ndimensional integer (frame-index). In addition, we assume that the order of frame-indexes
corresponds to the temporal order of image acquisition: for example, it is assumed that an image
with frame-index [1,2,3] was acquired before an image with frame-index [2,1,1]. The
dimensionality of the frame-indexes is experiment specific.

C.2.3 Basic concepts
A cell lineage tree file consists of chunks of data separated by empty lines, each containing a
consistent set of information such as tracking or a set of quantification data. Each chunk has a
type specified by a character string (e.g. “TreeData” or “Quantification”). The supported chunk
types are determined by the file format: new types may be added with new format versions.
Each chunk consists of a header line specifying the chunk type and one or more lines of data
(chunks may contain no data lines as well). To enable forward-compatibility (i.e. the possibility
to open a tree file that was stored with a newer API version), the chunk type specifies if the
chunk contains critical information: chunks are critical if and only if their chunk type starts with
an upper-case letter. When a tree file is read that was stored with a newer API version and a not
yet supported chunk type is encountered, parsing is aborted if the chunk is critical. Non-critical
unsupported chunks are ignored. Tree files are text-based and encoded with UTF-8. Non-ASCII
Unicode characters are only allowed within string literals.
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C.2.4 File format specification
The first chunks must always be “CellLineageTree” (a short header), “Changelog“ (an optional
history of changes), “FrameIndex” (specifying how individual frames of the experiment are
referenced in the rest of the file) and “TrackingData” (containing the lineage tree structure and
track-points). The order and type of the remaining chunks is arbitrary.
Every chunk starts with the line %% <chunk type> [<parameters>], where <parameters> stands
for a set of optional and/or required parameters, depending on the chunk type.
Example for the general structure of a lineage tree file:
%% CellLineageTree Encoding="UTF-8" Version="0.0.5" MinParserVersion="0.0.5"
%% Changelog
<chunk data>
%% FrameIndex
<chunk data>
%% TrackingData units="GlobalMicroMeter"
<chunk data>
%% Quantification name="Qw0Dw1" DateTimeUTC="18.09.2014 22:17:08" user="OH"
software="QTFy" remarks=""
<chunk data>
%% <another chunk type>
<chunk data>
%% <another chunk type>
<chunk data>
…

C.2.5 Format of chunk data
The format of each chunk is fixed and depends on the chunk type. In general, there is no
limitation what data a chunk can contain, except that it may not contain empty lines. In the
current format version, all chunk types are formatted in a hierarchical but readable format with
support for embedding tabular blocks of data, which is described in this section.
A section of data begins with the character % followed by the section name and, depending on
the chunk type, a list of parameters. Data is hierarchical: within sections, there can be nested
sections. The indentation determines the depth of a section in the hierarchy:
%% Chunk chunkParameter=1 anotherChunkParameter="some string"
% Section1
data
% Subsection
data
% Section2 sectionParameter=1.234
data

Sections can contain tabular blocks of data. The used columns (along with their type and an
optional description) are defined in a section before. A cell in a tabular block of data can be
empty, indicating a null-value. For example:
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% SectionWithCsvData
% Columns
int32 "SomeIntegerColumn" ("description of column")
double "SomeDoubleColumn"
% Data
1;1.234;"a"
2;1.234;"a"
3;;"a"
4;1.234;"a"

Strings can contain Unicode characters and are enclosed by quotation marks (quotation marks
within strings, line breaks and backslashes are escaped):
%% Quantification name="Qw0Dw1" remarks="Chinese: 码, line break: \n, quote: \""

The exact format and allowed parameters depend on the chunk type. In the following section,
the format of the individual chunk types is described.

C.2.6 Chunk types
CellLineageTree: a one-line chunk serving as file header. It requires the following parameters:
“Encoding” (string), which must always be “UTF-8”; “Version” (string), which indicates the
file format version; and “MinParserVersion”, which indicates the minimal file format version
that must be supported by the parser – this can be used to intentionally break forwardcompatibility of old parsers, e.g. when a major revision of the format is released. The chunk
contains no data in addition to these parameters.
Example:
%% CellLineageTree Encoding="UTF-8" Version="0.0.5" MinParserVersion="0.0.5"

Changelog: a list of optional changelog entries, each containing a name, a date and a comment.
Example:
%% Changelog
% Columns
string user
datetime dateTimeUTC
string comment
% Entries
"John Doe";"15.11.2017 21:26:00";"comment 1"
"John Doe";"16.12.2017 10:32:10";"comment 2"

FrameIndex: defines how individual frames of the experiment image data are referenced (e.g.
in the tracking data or the quantification data). It contains a descriptive name for each frameindex dimension.
Example:
%% FrameIndex
TimePoint
FieldOfView
ZLevel
ImagingChannel
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TrackingData: contains the lineage tree structure and all track-points, which are stored in
micrometer or pixel coordinates in a global or image local coordinate system. This is indicated
by the “Units” parameter, which can be “GlobalMicroMeter”, “GlobalPixel” or “LocalPixel”.
The track-points are stored in a block of data for each cell. Each row contains the frame-index
of the track-point and its 2D or 3D coordinates. For each cell, a unique identifier (ID), the
parent-cell’s ID (if any) and the cell fate are stored as parameters.
Example:
%% TrackingData Units=”GlobalMicroMeter”
% Columns
% Frame
TimePoint
FieldOfView
Z
ImagingChannel
% Data
double x
double y
% Cell id=1 cellFate="division"
1;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
% Cell id=2 parentCellId=1 cellFate="death"
1;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
2;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
3;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
% Cell id=3 parentCellId=1 cellFate="division"
4;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
5;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
6;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
% Cell id=6 parentCellId=3 cellFate="lost"
4;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
5;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345
6;1;1;0;1.2345;1.2345

Quantification: stores quantification data on the level of track-points. Each chunk of
quantification data must contain a unique name as parameter. In addition, it may contain a date
time value, user name, software name and additional remarks. Like track-points, quantification
data are stored in one tabular block of data per cell. Each row contains the frame-index of the
track-point, which must also exist in the tracking data. In addition, an arbitrary number of
columns contains the actual quantification data. The column names and types (and optionally
descriptions) are specified in the chunk header.
Example:
%% Quantification Name="Qw02Dw01Otsuglobal" User="AO" Software="Qtfy"
% Columns
% Frame
TimePoint
FieldOfView
Z
ImagingChannel
% Data
int32 "Area" ("cell size in pixels")
double "Protein" ("integral fluorescence intensity")
% Cell id=1
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
% Cell id=2
1;1;1;0;123;1.234
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1;1;1;0;123;1.234

CellQuantification: stores quantification on the level of cells. Contains one block of data,
where each row contains the cell ID and arbitrary quantification data columns specified in the
header.
Example:
%% CellQuantification Name="CellType"
% Columns
% Cell
CellId
% Data
string "CellTypeStart" ("Initial cell type")
string "CellTypeEnd" ("Final cell type")
1;"HSPC";"MPP"
2;"MPP";"MPP"

TreeQuantification: stores quantification on the level of the whole tree. Contains only one
row of data containing arbitrary quantification data columns specified in the header.
Example:
%% TreeQuantification Name="ExampleQuantification"
% Columns
% Data
double "SomeProperty" ("Example property 1")
string "AnotherProperty" ("Example property 2")
1.234;"Example value"
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